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中文摘要 

在第二語言學習者的搭配詞研究中，動詞與名詞的搭配是最常見且重要的層

面。然而，在近數十年的發現及研究方法上，較具效率且系統化的語料庫資料提

取及分析技術尚未被充分討論及實行。本研究利用 The Sketch Engine (SKE)此一

線上平臺，期望能以半自動化之方式，檢視中文為母語之英語學習者於動詞－名

詞搭配詞使用上之錯誤。透過對此線上平臺之實驗性測試，能達成更有效率及可

靠之方法，並找出更具研究意義的結果。 

本研究針對三個研究問題。他們分別為 (1) 在 The Sketch Engine 此線上平臺

上實驗性測試 Sketch Diff，一半自動化語料分析功能，來比較英語母語與學習者

間之動詞－名詞搭配詞使用、(2) 探究中文為母語之英語學習者於動詞－名詞搭

配詞使用上之錯誤類別、及 (3) 檢視這些錯誤背後之可能形成原因。 

首先，利用 SKE 上的 Corpus Creating 功能，將英國國家語料庫 (BNC)，即

英語母語者語料庫，及由四個中文為母語之英語學習者語料庫 (CLEC、

SWECCL、大考中心、臺灣英語學習者語料庫) 組合而成之一大型英語學習者語

料庫，上傳至 SKE 平臺。接下來，在此一大型英語學習者語料庫中，提取出最

常用的 690 個英語名詞。最後，Sketch-Diff，一項原本在 SKE 平臺上用來比較

同義字的功能，被實驗性地操作，用來比較前述 690 個中文母語之英語學習者最

常用的英語名詞，他們分別於英國國家語料庫(BNC)及另一大型英語學習者語料
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庫中，常見的動詞搭配。 

結果顯示，共計發現 134 項、2841 筆的動詞－名詞搭配詞錯誤。關於錯誤

類別，63 項 (832 筆) 為動詞錯誤、43 項 (1502 筆) 為介詞或動名詞性質之動詞

錯誤、28 項 (507 筆) 為名詞錯誤。 

錯誤成因部分，具影響力的來源因子排名為 a) 母語負面影響 (75 項、1376

筆)、b) 過度延伸 (23 項、213 筆)、c) 同義字錯誤 (21 項、449 筆)、d) 錯誤類

比 (9 項、728 筆)、e) 拼字相似錯誤 (4 項、64 筆)、f) 輕動詞錯誤 (1 項、6 筆)、

及 g) 錯誤造義 (1 項、5 筆)。 

依據上述結果，有下列幾項觀察。第一，中文，也就是英語學習者的母語，

仍有壓倒性的負面影響力介入動詞－名詞搭配詞的學習歷程。第二，介詞或動名

詞性質之動詞錯誤最為普遍，的確需要更多關注及應對策略。最後，可能由過度

延伸及同義字錯誤引發的錯誤，指出了英語學習者在搭配詞上的學習盲點，也就

是亟需更多的英語接受量及情境化式的練習。 

 

關鍵字：半自動化、動詞－名詞搭配詞、語料庫分析 
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ABSTRACT 

Among the studies of ESL learners' collocations, the aspect of Verb-Noun 

combinations has been the most popular and important one. Yet, with the findings 

discovered and research methods developed these decades, a more efficient and 

systematic manner of corpus data extraction and analysis has not been thoroughly 

discussed and practiced. This study, adopting the online platform The Sketch Engine 

(SKE), aims to examine Chinese ESL learners' Verb-Noun miscollocations with a 

semi-automated method. Through an experimental utilization of the online interface, a 

more streamlined and reliable approach is expected to be realized, and more 

interesting results are revealed through this way. 

Three research questions were targeted in this study. They are (1) to experiment 

Sketch Diff, a semi-automated corpus-based function of The Sketch Engine, an online 

platform, to compare the Verb-Noun collocations between native and non-native 

English speakers, (2) to explore the types of Chinese ESL learners' Vern-Noun 

miscollocations, and (3) to inspect the probable causes of learners' Verb-Noun 

miscollocations. 

First, with the Corpus Creating function on the SKE, a native speaker corpus, the 

British National Corpus (BNC), and a Chinese ESL learner corpus, merged by CLEC, 
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SWECCL, JCEE Testees Corpus, and Taiwanese Learner Corpus, were uploaded unto 

the platform. Then, a 690-word-list of the most frequent nouns in the Chinese ESL 

learner corpus was generated. Finally, a Sketch-Diff function, originally for synonym 

comparison on the SKE, was alternatively manipulated in this study for the 

comparison of the 690 nouns' verb collocates respectively in the BNC and the Chinese 

ESL learner corpus.  

A total of 134 types of Chinese ESL learners' Verb-Noun miscollocations were 

found, with 2841 tokens overall. As for the general types of learners' V-N 

miscollocation types, 63 sorts (832 tokens) belonged to the deviant use of verbs, 43 

types (1502 tokens) were categorized under the misuse of prepositional and phrasal 

verbs, and 28 types (507 tokens) were grouped by the misuse of nouns.  

In terms of contributing error sources, the influential factors are a) negative L1 

transfer (75 types, 1376 tokens), b) overgeneralization (23 types, 213 tokens), c) 

erroneous use of synonyms (21 types, 449 tokens), d) false analogy (9 types, 728 

tokens), e) approximation (4 types, 64 tokens), f) erroneous delexical verbs (1 type, 6 

tokens), and g) erroneous coinage (1 type, 5 tokens).  

According to the results above, several observations were proposed. First, the 

overwhelming influence of Chinese, the target ESL learners' L1, still exerts a great 
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impact on learners' acquisition of V-N collocations. Second, as the most found type of 

error, the misuse of prepositional and phrasal verbs indeed requires more attention and 

coping strategies. Finally, miscollocations possibly caused by overgeneralization and 

erroneous use of synonyms have pointed out the blind spots of learners' collocation 

learning, which is in serious need of more L2 input and contextualized exercises. 

 

Keywords: semi-automated, Verb-Noun collocations, corpus analysis
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CHAPTER I   

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Based on an abundance of informative research and fruitful results, collocations 

have been recognized as an influential factor of competence in the field of Second 

Language Acquisition (Sinclair 1991; Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992; Biber et al. 1999; 

Wray 2008, and Schmitt 2010). As the studies of Brown (1974), Granger (1998), 

Lewis (2000), and Martinez & Schmitt (2012) have indicated, collocations not only 

facilitate linguistic production but also enhance overall comprehension. Its 

significance and related studies can be illustrated in the following three aspects－

pragmatics, language acquisition, and corpus linguistics. 

The more diverse collocations one knows, the more skillfully he or she could 

communicate in the English language (Boers, Eyckmans, Stengers, and Demecheleer, 

2006; Laufer and Waldman 2011). Hill (1995) offered a realistic and precise 

observation, "Students with good ideas often lose marks because they do not know the 

four or five most important collocations of a keyword that is central to what they are 

writing about (p. 5).” A sentence from TIME.com served as another practical example 
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about collocation use: 

"Snow began to fall around the Northeast on Friday at the start of what’s 

predicted to be a massive, possibly historic blizzard, and residents 

scurried to stock up on food and supplies ahead of the storm poised to 

dump up to 3 feet of snow from New York City to Boston and beyond 

(TIME.com Feb. 8, 2013)." 

Without a sufficient repertoire of collocations, such a sentence above would 

otherwise end up verbose and redundant. This, on the other hand, illustrates the next 

pivotal aspect about collocations: trouble of learning these "arbitrarily constructed" 

chunks (Firth 1957).  

No matter how long one has learned English and how proficient one is, the 

acquisition of collocation use always seems a frustrating and tiring process. In the 

study of Laufer and Waldman (2011), though not producing as many Verb-Noun 

miscollocations as beginners, advanced ESL learners still made a variety of 

miscollocations. This persistent gap between one's general English proficiency and his 

or her collocational competence, as Laufer and Waldman indicated, is that while 

learners' vocabulary knowledge advances, their progress of collocation utilization still 

falls farther behind than actually perceived. Barfield (2007) also reported a similar 
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case of Japanese ESL learners in which they demonstrated well-informed knowledge 

of individual vocabulary items but could not fully understand collocations containing 

the same vocabulary items therein.  

Why "a powerful computer" preferred to "a strong computer"? In addition to 

consulting native speakers' intuition, another common way to observe how 

collocations form mostly lies in the compilation and analysis of corpus. The BBI 

Dictionary of Combinatory English Words (Benson et al. 1997), a corpus-based 

dictionary, provides different collocations made with no reasonably clear rules: 

adjective + noun (stiff breeze instead of rigid breeze), verb + noun (hold an election 

instead of make an election); kick the bucket [passing away] instead of hit the bucket), 

noun + noun or noun + of + noun (movie theater instead of film theater; swarm of 

bees instead of crowd of bees), and adverb + verb (thoroughly amuse instead of 

completely amuse). How come certain mutually proximal tendencies appear more 

salient for some combinations but not others, while all of them being grammatically 

correct? That is how learners tend to encounter difficulties handling these 

conventionalized language usages, and also why Kennedy (1990) Bahns (1997), 

Nesselhaulf (2005) and Leacock et al. (2010) pointed out, combinations like "make a 

decision" or "a bitter disappointment" should be incorporated as well as emphasized 

in second language instruction instead of leaving them for learners to discover by 
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themselves. 

To examine the discrepancy of collocation use between native and non-native 

English speakers, miscollocations made by ESL learners and their corresponding 

analysis mechanisms are always a core subject in the field of corpus linguistics 

(Flowerdew 2001; Nation 2003; Kaur and Hegelheimer 2005; Varley 2009; Huang 

2010). For instance, Shih (2000) adopted Taiwan learner corpus of English (TLCE), a 

415,700-token corpus, for miscollocation analysis. Liu (2002) looked into lexical 

miscollocations in high school and college students' compositions from English 

Taiwan Learner Corpora (ETLC). Nesselhauf (2003; 2005) investigated the 

Verb-Noun collocation errors in German ESL learners' essays from the ICLE 

(International Corpus of Learner English). Lin (2010), furthermore, did a thorough 

examination of Taiwanese and Chinese ESL learners' common Verb-Noun collocation 

errors with the BNC (British National Corpus) as a native reference. A large amount 

of effort has been exerted, and a variety of fields of collocations have been delved in. 

Just like what Gledhill (2000) stated, “It is impossible for a writer to be fluent without 

a thorough knowledge of the phraseology of the particular field he or she is writing in 

(p. 1).” To achieve an excellent command of a second language, collocations 

undoubtedly played an indispensible part.  
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1.2 Motivation of the Study 

From the history of and contemporary work on collocation study in SLA and 

TESOL, the significance of collocations has been substantially proved. However, a 

practical method of analyzing learners' miscollocations still has not been established 

in a user-friendly as well as theoretically-sound manner.  

In the research of Liu (1999; 2000), Shih (2000), Nesselhauf (2003; 2005), Lin 

(2010), etc, many interesting results were discussed. Yet, the researchers all somehow 

adopted a manual data extraction as well as sorting of the possible erroneous V-N 

collocations by L2 learners. This is indeed laborious, and might not guarantee a 

reliable cover of all the misused V-N entries in the learner corpora.  

Moreover, the reference corpus in past research, mostly the BNC, was only 

chosen for screening out overlapped entries in the learner corpora. That is, though in 

that way incorrect V-N collocations in the learner corpora were identified, native V-N 

collocations in the BNC were somehow neglected for further discussion. Learners 

were found to make certain V-N mistakes, but how did the natives come up with the 

opposite authentic ones? This point seems missing in past studies. 

Third, according to the limitations and suggestions in the studies of Lin (2010) 

and others, the size of ESL learner corpora used can still expand. With a larger data 
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bank, both quantitatively and qualitatively significant examples would be expected to 

increase the validity of final results. 

In sum, three major aspects of needs can be generalized－efficiently pinpointing 

learners' miscollocations, offering comparable native examples from corpus-based 

data, and for linguistic awareness raising, displaying a scale of collocational 

comparison between native and non-native speakers.  

By combining the strengths of current concordancing systems, the field of corpus 

linguistics could transform the interface of query systems into not only referential but 

educational devices. The needs mentioned above could be explained more vividly 

with a scenario. If a learner wants to know whether the combination change work is 

workable in a native way, by searching the keyword work on an online platform, he or 

she could observe a range of collocations with work therein commonly used by  

natives. In addition, another set of not-so-suitable ones with work often misused by 

L2 learners can also be shown at the same time. This way, the learner understands 

whether his or her intended usages are right and can also notice what other ones he/ 

she could or could not apply next time.  
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1.3 Purpose and Significance of the Study 

Planning to tackle L2 learners' miscollocations more effectively and proactively, 

the author would like to discuss an alternative method on a query system－SKE, The 

Sketch Engine (http://www.sketchengine.co.uk). Among the various functions on the 

website, there are two of them which distinguish the SKE most from the other 

concordancing systems－the Corpus Creating function and the Sketch Diff function 

(Kilgarriff et al. 2004).  

The Corpus Creating function allows users to upload and merge their corpora, 

and apply the SKE's functions to research their data online. The Sketch Diff function, 

on the other hand, can be utilized to compare a keyword's collocates of different parts 

of speech in two different corpora, e.g., two general corpora or one general corpus 

with another learner corpus (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). The author of this thesis expects to 

conduct a study based on the two main functions above in the following aspects.  

To begin with, by adopting the Sketch Diff function, a complete check and 

comparison of certain target words' collocates between the BNC and another 

designated learner corpora can be achieved to avoid possible human ignorance or 

misjudgment.  

Second, Verb-Noun collocations are the focus of this study. Since this type of 
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collocation has been identified as the most challenging yet important feature of SLA 

(Alterberg 1993; Liu 1999; Liu 2002; Li 2005), by probing into this field again 

through a semi-automated method, certain previously unheeded results would be 

expected to surface.  

Third, through a careful and full-scale inspection of V-N misuse between natives 

and non-natives, the probable causes contributing to learners' miscollocations should 

be recalibrated. Various past studies have explored this issue (Shih 2000; Liu 2002; 

Chang and Yang 2009; Lin 2010; Laufer and Waldman 2011). However, with a totally 

advanced technological support, an alternative viewpoint might hopefully be 

demonstrated through the corpus-based juxtaposition of both native as well as 

non-native V-N collocation uses. 

Last but not least, several teaching methods centering on lexis and collocations 

have been proposed (Willis 1990; Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992; Lewis 1994; 1997). 

Phraseological units, instead of being left as a peripheral part, are now a red-hot topic 

in SLA and TESOL (Nesselhaulf 2005). By applying the popular The Sketch Engine 

platform and the semi-automated comparison of Verb-Noun uses between Chinese 

ESL learners and the British National Corpus, the author expects to provide some 

suggestions for future TESOL research as well as material compilation. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

According to the aforementioned history and motives, the author's research 

questions are proposed as follows. 

1. Can Sketch Diff, a semi-automated corpus-based function of The Sketch Engine, an 

online platform, be experimented to compare the Verb-Noun collocations between 

native and non-native English speakers? 

2. What are the types of miscollocations made by Chinese ESL learners? 

3. What can be the possible causes of Chinese ESL learners' collocational misuse? 
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1.5 Definition of Key Terms 

1. Verb-Noun Collocation: Based on past studies (Givon 1993; Fromkin el al. 2003; 

Lin 2010), the Verb-Noun collocations refer to the lexical verbs and the nouns with 

preceded modifiers. In this study, the online query system of the SKE would scan 

the corpora and extract Verb-Noun collocations semi-automatically by itself. 

2. Learner Corpus: With L2 learners' linguistic production compiled and 

systematically-tagged, either spoken or written, this type of corpus is distinguished 

from general corpora like the BNC (British National Corpus), which consists of 

linguistic production of L1 natives, i.e., natives of English-speaking regions. 

3. Semi-Automated: This term here means that in this study, from corpus data 

extraction to preliminarily pragmatic as well as semantic appropriateness 

inspection, the online system of The Sketch Engine does the part for human manual 

labor. 

4. The Sketch Engine: A web-based program (https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/) that 

accepts uploaded linguistic data on subscription terms and offers its analysis 

functions in return. It contains two main functions－concordancer and the Word 

Sketch program (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). Word Sketch, like what its literal meaning 

suggests, organizes a keyword's collocates of all parts of speech, and provides a 
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one-page summary of them with the number of frequency of each collocate shown 

neatly in the form of colorful columns. The picture (Figure 1.1) below is an 

example of the word fun demonstrated with Word Sketch on the SKE website. 

Figure 1.1 Fun in the BNC demonstrated by the Word Sketch function 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Collocations 

This section is organized in two parts. The first discusses the general notions and 

studies of collocations. The latter focuses on Verb-Noun collocations and their related 

topics, which is the emphasis of this study. 

 

2.1.1 Collocations and Verb-Noun Types 

Since Firth (1957) first coined the term "collocations," the definition of this 

pivotal concept has spurred much discussion and multifarious explanations. For 

instance, Murphy (1983) referred to collocations as "word associations," Alexander 

(1984) "fixed expressions," and Granger (1998) "prefabricated patterns." As a quote 

from Firth adequately explained, "you shall know a word by the company it keeps 

(p.197)," the relations among words appear much more complex than their individual 

components. 

Nesselhaulf (2005) offered a practical description of "non-substitutability" about 
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the feature of collocations. It explains that the meaning of a collocation is muddled 

once one of its components is replaced with another semantic counterpart. For 

example, "powerful" can be semantically similar to "strong," but in the collocation "a 

powerful computer," powerful cannot be exchanged with strong. Otherwise, the 

meaning turns out weird and just not right. 

In this study, the definition the author opts for is the one proposed by Laufer and 

Waldman (2011). They suggested "restricted co-occurrence (Sinclair 1991)" and 

"semantic transparency (Cowie 1994)" as their core definition of collocations. A brief 

section of their examples serves as a straightforward and clear categorization: 

"We consider throw a disk and pay money to be free combinations, we 

consider throw a party and pay attention to be collocations, and we 

consider throw someone’s weight around and pay lip service to be idioms 

(p. 649)." 

In respect of the importance of collocations, Howarth (1996) found that over a 

third of the collocations observed in a 240,000-word corpus were collocations. 

Moreover, Nesselhaulf (2005) delineated a precise argument of why collocations 

count. The past observations about the crucial role collocations stand for can be 

summarized in the subsequent four facets. 
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First, collocations are the foundation of creative language in both L1 and L2 

(Peters 1983; Wray 1999). Second, a set of ready-for-use chunks are 

psycholinguistically the decisive factor for one to achieve fluency in language 

production (Pawley and Syder 1983; Aitchison 1987). Third, since collocations are 

the shared platform between conversants, pragmatic comprehension surely receives 

enhancement through the utilization of them (Hunston and Francis 2000). Finally, like 

register in a certain region, collocations in common serve a similar function to meet 

“the desire to sound [and write] like others” (Wray 2002). 

There are always various interpretations of so called Verb-Noun collocations. For 

a clear inspection of V-N collocations in this study, two camps of rationale are 

outlined: one from Cowie (1991; 1992) and the other from Howarth (1966; 1998), 

Siepmann (2005), and Lin (2010). 

First, Cowie (1991; 1992) suggested that verbs could contain three major 

features: figurative, delexical, and technical. 

1. Figurative: in "deliver a speech," the keyword deliver goes beyond its basic 

denotation of sending an object to a more figurative or abstract aspect of 

getting certain ideas across to the listeners. 

2. Delexical: in "make recommendations," the verb make does not really convey 
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a specific meaning but is rather grammaticalized and vague. 

3. Technical: in "try a case," the action try instead is constrained, just exhibits the 

meaning of the collocation, and tends to be narrow as well as specific.  

Second, based on Howarth (1966; 1998), Siepmann (2005), and Lin (2010), from 

the most fixed to the least, there can be five levels of fixedness of Verb-Noun 

collocations.  

1. Complete restriction on individual components: they can be (a) pure, i.e., 

opaque in literal meaning (let the cat out of the bag, spill the beans), or (b) 

figurative idioms (call the shots). 

2. Constraint on one element, while others could be substituted: such as give the 

appearance/impression, or take/pay heed.  

3. Partial regulation on certain distributional places: like make/give a 

speech/presentation. 

4. Freedom of replacement on one component, while others are partially 

restrained: weak collocations in a sense (accept/agree to/adopt a 

plan/proposal/ suggestion/recommendation/convention, etc). 

5. Open to any substitution on any component: free or non-restricted 
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compositional sequence (paint the wall; suggest an idea). 

 

2.1.2 Difficulties ESL Learners Face 

In the previous part, the major discussion of collocations in general and 

Verb-Noun features is briefly summarized. The following two sections would review 

the past research concerning learners' difficulties with collocations and what the basic 

miscollocation types are. 

Studies have been carried out through plenty of techniques of elicitation, such as 

translation, cloze, fill-in, multiple-choice tests, or questionnaires. Biskup (1990) 

reported that by means of translation tests, Polish ESL learners were observed to 

answer correctly when translating L2 collocations to L1, yet not the other way around. 

Bahns and Eldaw (1993) designed translation as well as fill-in questions like "He was 

too proud to _____ his defeat." Their study showed that verbs which were part of a 

collocation caused much more difficulties than others, no matter whichever level the 

testees were at. Shei (1999) revealed another interesting case about Chinese ESL 

learners encountering more problems dealing with cloze collocation tests than other 

learners with a European L1 background. Furthermore, Wang (2001), through a 

50-question fill-in test for her subjects, pointed out that English collocations which 
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were more idiomatic, with no similar Chinese counterparts, or contained more 

interchangeable synonyms therein had imposed much trouble on students' learning. 

Chen (2008) designed a multiple-choice test with 50 questions for 440 

non-English major college students. Questionnaires were also distributed to 

understand their ESL learning background. The results of Chen's study suggested that 

Verb-Noun miscollocations were the most marked errors. Other than that, students' 

knowledge of collocations was found to have much to do with their performance in 

English on their Joint College Entrance Examinations. After analyzing her subjects' 

collocation errors, Chen concluded that negative transfer from L1, overgeneralization, 

and confusing usages of synonyms mainly resulted in students' deficiency of English 

collocations. 

Gitsaki (1997) proceeded further to combine essay writing, translation, and fill-in 

questions in her study. She divided her subjects into three respective groups according 

to their proficiency levels, i.e., post-beginning, intermediate, and post-intermediate. 

Her results showed that ESL learners were obviously in need of collocation 

instruction due to several opposing factors: the discrepancy between learners' L1 and 

L2, the intrinsic complicatedness of collocations, and the insufficient amount of L2 

input received. 
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Regarding learners' self-perceptions, Li (2005) recruited 38 college 

undergraduates for her study in which assignments and questionnaires were given to 

examine their ideas about L2 collocation difficulty. The results demonstrated that 

what students deemed to be hard collocations were not the actual mistakes they made 

in their assignments. Moreover, ignorance of collocational constraint turned out to be 

the major cause of errors in students' production.  

These above studies, though conducted in different forms of design, all pointed 

in one direction: collocation, Verb-Noun bundles in particular, caused much difficulty 

for ESL learners both in acquisition as well as production, and corresponding 

mechanisms should be especially taken into consideration. 

 

2.1.3 Error Types of ESL Learners' Collocations 

Drawing on the discussion of Nesselhauf (2003) and James (1998), Chang and 

Yang (2009) proposed twelve genres of V-N miscollocations and eleven potential 

causes, according to their findings from the CLEC corpus. 

1. Erroneous verb choice: such as *learn knowledge, which should be acquire 

knowledge instead. 

2. Misuse of delexical verbs: like the categorization of Howarth (1966; 1998), 
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delexical verbs do not convey much meaning unless accompanied with a 

complement, as do in *do recommendations (should be make 

recommendations).  

3. Erroneous use of idioms: if certain collocations function like phrases, then 

they should be seen as a whole without much replacement, like *get touch 

with them (should be keep in touch with them). 

4. Erroneous noun choice: such as *tell a speech, which should be tell a story 

instead.  

5. Erroneous preposition after verb: for instance, in *reply letters, the V-Prep is 

misused and should be reply to letters. 

6. Erroneous preposition after noun: similarly, in the collocation *give sympathy 

to animals, the Noun-Prep is wrong and the right one is give sympathy for 

animals. 

7. Erroneous use of determiner: as the determiner is missing in *play piano, the 

original one ought to be play the piano.  

8. Erroneous syntactic structure: basically means the distributional misuse like 

*rang the phone should be the phone rang.  
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9. Erroneous choice for intended meaning: in Chinese there is a common phrase 

*break my armed self, but the correct corresponding English expression should 

be undermine my self-esteem. 

10. Redundant repetition: a semantically similar word is repeated partially due to 

L1 interference, like *work one job (do one's job or just work would suffice). 

11. Erroneous combination of two collocations: for example, in *enjoy yourself a 

good time, either enjoy yourself or have a good time would be appropriately 

sufficient. 

12. Miscellaneous: those types of miscollocations which cannot be categorized. 

In addition, Liu (1999) collected 94 copies of general writings and 127 final 

exam papers written by college students. In his result, 63 miscollocations were found 

and a categorization of them was provided by the researcher. 

1. Overgeneralization: if a word contains more than one usage, then a possible 

overuse of it could be foreseeable. As the word worry can function as a noun 

or verb, mistakes like *I am worry about you happened (I am worried about 

you as the right one).  

2. False analogy: an example like *ask you a favor can be an erroneous extension 

from structures like Verb+Noun+O.C.  
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3. Erroneous assumption: commonly found for delexical verbs in the instance of 

*do plans (make plans as the correct one), false guesses about these vague 

verbs could be made by ESL learners. 

4. Erroneous use of synonyms: as Farghal and Obiedat (1995) indicated as a 

"straightforward application of the open choice principle," *broaden your 

eyesight could be produced by ESL learners instead of broaden your horizons. 

5. Negative transfer: also possibly stemming from the influence of Chinese, *eat 

medicine is translated directly from Chinese expressions, while take medicine 

should be the right one in English expressions. 

6. Erroneous coinage: out of vocabulary deficiency or a lack of collocational 

awareness, students could make *see sun-up, combining sun and up together, 

instead of see a sunrise. 

7. Approximation: when two words share similar meanings or forms, a muddled 

sense of them could result in *release my pressure, whereas relieve my 

pressure ought to be used by ESL learners (release and relieve might appear 

alike in learners' memory).
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2.2 Methods of Analyzing ESL Learners' Miscollocations  

A large number of studies have been conducted in order to understand the 

hurdles learners face concerning their collocation learning and proficiency. Based on 

the generalization of Laufer and Waldman (2011) and Kilgarriff et al. (2004), the 

methods of these studies are categorized into three crucial stages－traditional manual 

data collection of language samples, concordances obtained from learner corpora with 

KWIC (keywords in context), and the use of MI (mutual information) measures for a 

more systematic analysis of a word's collocates. 

 

2.2.1 Manual Extraction and Examination 

Before the prevalence of online linguistic data sorting and storage systems, 

human-labor data collection as well as error inspection was the most typical way. Liu 

(1999) collected 94 copies of general writings and 127 exam papers of Taiwanese 

ESL students for analysis. After being manually checked by the researcher, 63 errors 

were detected in the writing samples, which mostly were Verb-Noun collocation 

errors.  

Chen (2002), in addition, looked into the miscollocations of high school students 

in Taiwan through 90 English examination papers. 272 miscollocations were found 
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according to the category system of Benson (1986), with Adjective-Noun and 

Verb-Noun miscollocations being the two most significant sorts of all. Chen also 

pointed out that the negative transfer from L1 seemed to be the main cause of ESL 

learners' miscollocations, especially when a L1 equivalent example was available for 

the intended message to be phrased in English.  

 

2.2.2 Learner Corpus and KWIC Concordances 

Later, thanks to the development of modern technology, large-scale corpora and 

corresponding KWIC (keyword in context) programs have been widely available to 

researchers.  

Shih (2000), after manually inspecting the most frequently-used verbs by ESL 

students in the TLCE (Taiwan Learner Corpus of English), a 415,700-word corpus, 

found several key verbs from the most problematic Verb-Noun combinations. These 

key verbs were achieve, understand, disturb, ask, and avoid. The possible reasons for 

learners' misuse of these verbs in collocations were considered to be their high 

frequency as well as dominant tendency to be memorized with other noun collocates. 

That is, the more common for a verb to be collocates of other words, the more 

frequent it is to be misused in learners' collocation production. 
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Liu (2002) adopted ETLC (English Taiwan Learner Corpus), a 

1-million-plus-word corpus of which the data was collected from IWill, an online 

reading project platform, for her study of Verb-Noun miscollocations made by ESL 

learners. With the help of error tags already marked by other English teachers online 

such as word choice, wrong verb/ noun, or problematic usages, the researcher combed 

these tagged words for potentially erroneous Verb-Noun collocations. She found 233 

Verb-Noun miscollocations out of 265 lexical miscollocations in total. The 

quantitative result was quite significant, and Liu further pointed out that verb-based 

mistakes outnumbered noun-based ones, which meant that students had more 

problems learning how to utilize the verbs in collocations they intended to produce. 

Apart from that, by consulting WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/), an online 

lexical database, Liu claimed that over half of the students' miscollocations stemmed 

from their puzzled semantic concepts of inter-related verbs like run and move, operate 

and drive, while the rest of the errors were mostly triggered by direct translations 

from learners' L1. 

As for European ESL learners, Nesselhauf (2003) retrieved 32 essays composed 

by German college undergraduates from ICLE (International Corpus of Learner 

English). She perused the writings, tagged keywords one by one, and extracted errors 

mostly on her own. The results pointed out that 56 out of 1072 Verb-Noun 
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combinations were confirmed to be miscollocations, the most salient type of all.  

In an even larger scale of research, Nesselhauf (2005) went on to choose GeLEE, 

a 318-argumentative-essay, 154,191-word German ESL learner subcorpus in ICLE, 

for her doctoral dissertation research. She manually searched for miscollocations, with 

the BNC corpus, dictionaries, and native speakers as reference. Her focus was on 

Verb-Noun collocations, and the final outcome showed that 744 out of 2078 

Verb-Noun collocations were miscollocations. 

 

2.2.3 Concordancers and MI Measures 

With the promotion of lexical statistics (Church and Hanks 1989) and 

better-programmed concordancers, other measures like MI (mutual information) have 

allowed researchers to broaden the scope of inspecting a word's collocates up to five 

words (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). Instead of reading concordance after concordance, a list 

of salient collocates for a keyword could be conveniently summarized.  

Lin (2010) conducted an informative study to compare the Verb-Noun 

miscollocations between Chinese and Taiwanese ESL learners by adopting CLEC 

(Chinese Learner English Corpus), approximately 3.4 million words, and a Taiwanese 

ESL learners’ corpus, around 1.8 million words. First, she extracted all the Verb-Noun 
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combinations from the above two corpora with the software Antconc and MonoConc 

Pro. Then, comparing these combinations with the BNC corpus by using another 

program Perl, Liu identified those combinations not overlapped in the BNC. Finally, 

the researcher performed a manual check of all the potentially erroneous Verb-Noun 

collocations by means of the consultation with dictionaries and online websites. Her 

result showed that 210 types of miscollocations were detected in the Taiwanese ESL 

learner corpus, while 268 in CLEC, and about 10% of the miscollocations appeared 

overlapped in the two corpora. 

 

The studies above from 2.2.1 to 2.2.3, though all offering insightful results and 

discussions, seemed to leave room for improvement in the following realms.  

As for the data extraction procedures, except for Lin (2010), the past studies all 

required too much labor during data extraction process and might not really be 

feasible for future academic reproduction. Even if in Lin's (2010) study, certain 

semi-automated method was adopted (a software Perl was applied to filter out 

overlapping V-N collocations in both the learner corpora and BNC to extract those 

erroneous V-N ones from the learner corpora), most of the procedure was still manual.  

Also, as notified before, the potential miscollocations in the previous research 
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were double-checked manually with many kinds of resources such as the The BBI 

Dictionary of English Word Combination, Oxford Collocations Dictionary, Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, etc. Nevertheless, the native examples from a 

well-organized corpus like the BNC were left without further consultation. This could 

result from the issue of labor and time constraint that if the V-N collocations from the 

BNC were to be manually extracted for comparison, it might take too much time and 

human resources.  

Third, due to practicality constraint, most of the analyses and decisions in the 

past research were conducted by the researchers alone, with the suggestions from 

hard-copy as well as online dictionary references. This, though the results were 

examined rigorously later on, still poses a question of human judgment and fatigue 

concerns. 

Finally, with the assistance of technology, the sizes of different corpora around 

the world are increasing day by day. Once new sources of data are to be incorporated 

into current corpora, new results or different analyses could be promisingly awaited. 
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CHAPTER III  

METHOD 

 

This section presents the tool, data source, and planned extraction coupled with 

analysis procedures for this study. First, the powerful online platform, The Sketch 

Engine, is introduced accompanied with its two major functions for the target research. 

Then, the adopted corpora, both general corpora as well as ESL learner ones, are 

discussed. Finally, the semi-automated method and final judgment process are 

explained. 

 

3.1 Instruments－The Sketch Engine 

First utilized in the compilation of the Macmillan English Dictionary (Rundell 

2002), and debuted at Euralex 2002 (Kilgarriff and Rundell 2002), word sketches are 

a one-page summary of a word's features, both grammatically and collocationally, 

drawing on corpus-based data in an automatic manner (Kilgarriff et al. 2004: p. 1). 

The Sketch Engine (SKE, also known as the Word Sketch Engine, would be referred to 

as SKE henceforth) is an innovated corpus query system that demonstrates word 

sketches, grammatical relations, and a distributional thesaurus (Huang and Hong 
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2006). With its clear and constantly renovated online platform, SKE has been gaining 

more and more attention these days.  

In response to the ever-changing era of hi-tech advancement, the invention of 

SKE copes with the ensuing challenges and develops distinctive functions. 

First of all, as witnessing the introduction of Gigaword (1000M word corpus) by 

The Linguistic Data Consortium (http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/), researchers around the 

world sensed that the traditional interface of concordancers could not handle such an 

amazing amount of data any more (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette 2003). Instead of just 

reading the lines of co-occurrences, more systematical arrangements were surely 

needed. As a result, Word Sketch, examining a word from its varied grammatical 

contexts, was designed with Manatee, a state-of-the-art CQS (Corpus Query System), 

and is now able to demonstrate a set of up to 27 grammatical relations connected to a 

headword (Kilgarriff et al. 2004) (Figure 3.1).  

Currently, The Sketch Engine, with its delicately designed tagging functionality, 

included word sketch references, thesaurus search, sketch differences, and many other 

practical uses for its repertoire of services. When keying in a word, users can 

surprisingly discover that not only are concordancing lines available but all the parts 

of speech of a target word are delineated like its DNA combinations. Without a 
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traditional repetition of searching for certain collocation types of a headword time 

after time, this convenient one-touch-for-all-results interface saves much time and 

sweat undoubtedly. 

Figure 3.1 An Example of the Word Sketch Function on the SKE Website 

Now, serving as a commercial product, the SKE website provides researchers, 

teachers, and students with a platform of learning and academic study. As Kilgarriff et 

al. (2004) claimed, a multi-word searching function was being tested. Maybe in the 

near future, a "multi-word sketch" would be announced as a breakthrough. The 

following are introductions of two main functions on the SKE, which would be 
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needed for this study－Corpus Creating and Sketch Diff. 

 

3.1.1 Corpus Creating Function 

Generally, there are three basic functions on the SKE－access to large corpora, 

from 30 million to 10 billion words in up to 42 languages, a WebBootCat category, 

which allows members to build their own instant corpus by automatically retrieving 

all the keywords from a website, and a Corpus Creating function, for personal corpus 

data compilation. 

As its name denotes, the Corpus Creating function allows users to upload their 

own data onto the platform for further alternative analyses by applying the tools on 

the SKE website. Once a corpus is set up on the SKE, several kinds of uses can be 

executed like corpus querying, wordlist compiling, word sketch, thesaurus, and 

sketch-diff, the central one which is elaborated in detail in 3.2.2. The target Chinese 

ESL learner corpora for this study were uploaded onto the SKE so that a 

semi-automated comparison could be carried out with its technical assistance. 
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3.1.2 Sketch Diff Function 

The Sketch Diff function, with Diff standing for difference, is developed by 

Kilgarriff et al. (2004) to display the collocational discrepancy between two 

synonyms (Figure 3.2). When learners come across two seemingly similar words like 

intelligent and clever, they often inevitably wonder how they could use them correctly 

in real situations. As observed in Figure 3.2, we can tell that certain distinctive 

adjectives just accompany intelligent or clever in a straightforwardly 

Figure 3.2 The Sketch Diff Interface Showing intelligent and clever in the BNC 
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different manner, which used to be an unimaginable power of traditional thesaurus 

dictionaries or even online resources. For example, sensitive/ bright / charming and 

intelligent are often co-collocates, while cunning/ brave/ bloody and clever tend to be 

other frequent combinations.  

For Verb-Noun collocations, if speak and tell in the BNC are taken for example, 

by applying the Sketch Diff option, it is clearly displayed that for words to accompany 

speak and tell as Objects in sentences, story shows an overwhelming frequency of 

1309 times for tell, while 0 time for speak. On the other hand, English appears 414 

times with speak while none with tell 

(Figure 3.3). In other words, tell a story/ lie/ tale 

are strongly related pairs when speak English/ 

words/ languages are closely connected ones. 

The four numbers next to each collocate 

respectively indicate its frequency as well as 

salience scores with the first and second 

keywords (in this case speak and tell). A parallel 

contrast, therefore, can be quickly and 

scientifically observed.  

Figure 3.3 Collocates in the Object position with speak and tell in the BNC 
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The use of Sketch Diff in this study, however, is not to compare two words in the 

same corpus. Instead, with the unique functionality of Word Sketch and Sketch Diff on 

the SKE, the author plans to retrieve the collocates of a keyword from two different 

corpora, i.e., native speaker English corpora vs. ESL learner corpora, and compare 

them with each other, all of which were automatically executed with Sketch Diff. In 

this way, human misjudgment and time-consuming issues could be avoided, and a 

more comprehensive overview as well as a better systematic comparison between 

native and non-native English speakers' collocation uses established. The author's 

purpose of utilizing the Sketch Diff functionality in an alternative manner is elaborated 

in section 3.3, Data Extraction.  
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3.2 Corpora 

 

3.2.1 The British National Corpus 

The native reference corpus adopted in this study is the BNC, British National 

Corpus. Boasting more than 100 million tokens, the BNC is a comprehensively 

balanced corpus consisting of both written (90%) and oral (10%) input, with a wide 

variety of sources from newspapers, university essays, to business meetings, and 

informal interviews, etc.  

There are four main features about the BNC. First, it is mostly comprised of 

modern British English. Second, instead of a chronological documentation of the 

English language, the BNC only selects historical linguistic records during the late 

twentieth century. Third, covering various styles and subject matters, the BNC is not 

specifically restricted to certain type of domain, but rather a comprehensive database. 

Fourth, to prevent the tendency of collecting texts from repeated idiosyncratic styles, 

the BNC ensures that its sampling of input can be as multifarious as possible, setting 

up maximums for different lengths and types of sources like single or multiple authors, 

shorter or longer texts.  
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3.2.2 CLEC, SWECCL, JCEE, The Taiwanese Learner Corpus 

The Chinese ESL learner corpora, on the other hand, are composed of four major 

parts－CLEC (Chinese Learner English Corpus, 1.0), SWECCL (Spoken and Written 

English Corpus of Chinese Learners. 1.0 and 2.0), JCEE (Joint College Entrance 

Examinations) Testees Corpus, and The Taiwanese Learner Corpus. The total is 7.3 

million words. 

The first two corpora are based on the input of Chinese ESL learners in Mainland 

China. CLEC (Chinese Learner English Corpus) is a large-scale ESL learner corpus 

compiled by professors Gui and Yang. Comprised of about 1 million words produced 

by high school and college students, it is frequently adopted for research purposes for 

its balanced tagging labels of 61 types of errors, including up to 1288 tokens of 

Verb-Noun miscollocations ready for analysis (Zhou 2005; Li 2005). As to SWECCL 

(Spoken and Written English Corpus of Chinese Learners), it is a project led by Wen 

et al., and is so far the largest Chinese ESL learner corpus in Mainland China. With a 

size of 3.5 million words, the SWECCL corpus possesses both written and spoken 

data. Since the BNC, the authors' native reference corpus for this study, is mainly 

comprised of written input, only the written data from the SWECCL, a sum of around 

2.4 million words, are adopted for further semi-automated extraction and comparison. 
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The other two learner corpora are made up of the English production from 

Taiwanese ESL learners. The JCEE (Joint College Entrance Examinations) Testees 

Corpus, with an approximate total of 2 million words, is constituted with English 

written data by Taiwanese high school graduates on their college entrance exams. 

Compiled by the College Entrance Examination Center in Taiwan, the JCEE corpus 

currently is for research purposes only. With regard to The Taiwanese Learner Corpus, 

it consists of about 1.8 million words, which were contributed by students from 

National Taiwan Normal University, National Tsing Hua University, National Taiwan 

Ocean University, National Taiwan University, National Taichung University, and 

Soochow University. The students composed online about various topics like 

technology, politics, education, school life, etc, with the length of three hundred to 

five hundred words per essay. 

After the native and non-native corpora were obtained respectively, they were 

uploaded onto the SKE. The four Chinese ESL learner corpora were merged into one 

big corpus first, and then the BNC and the combined Chinese ESL learner corpus 

were analyzed with the functions on the SKE.  
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3.3 Data Extraction  

One breakthrough of this study is the alternative manipulation of the Sketch Diff 

functionality on the SKE to accomplish a semi-automated fashion of both data 

extraction as well as analysis. In the past research, the discussions and criteria on what 

Verb-Noun structures to specify and what to filter out often took much of researchers' 

time and effort. By applying the tagging system and powerful sorting tools on the 

SKE, the author would, based on a list of frequent nouns generated from the Chinese 

ESL learner corpus, extract the target Verb collocates both from the BNC and the 

Chinese ESL learner corpus, and compare them with the Sketch Diff function. 

First, if knowledge is selected as an example to compare between the native and 

non-native corpora, it is clear that the Sketch Diff provides a summary chart 

concerning the corresponding collocates of knowledge in distinct parts of speech 

positions (Figure 3.4). Then, since our focus is on Verb-Noun miscollocations, the left 

column with the heading object_of (that is, knowledge used as Objects) would be 

examined. The red area means those Verb collocates Chinese ESL learners tend to use 

with knowledge while native speakers never do, such as enrich (99 times), study (94 

times), and master (58 times). The green part signifies the Verb collocates native 

speakers habitually apply to go with knowledge, but not vice versa for non-natives. 
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Those extreme examples which native speakers never produce are our target for 

further inspection.  

Figure 3.4 Knowledge Compared between Native & Non-Native Corpora 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Next, to probe into what the concordances are and how they are misused, the 

entry of enrich is chosen, and a list of lines are shown (Figure 3.5). This way, the 

author could examine the context quickly to decide whether the evidence given by the 
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Sketch Diff between natives and non-natives provides actual miscollocations or not. 

The references adopted for this study are introduced in section 3.4, Data Analysis.  

Figure 3.5 Concordances of enrich_knowledge in the Chinese ESL Learner Corpus 

As for the keywords that were tested with the Sketch Diff interface, they were 

based on a list of the most frequently used nouns from the Chinese ESL learner corpus, 

generated online by the SKE. According to the suggestion of Liu (2002), nouns tend 

to be the main crucial indicators for learners' English Verb-Noun miscollocations. By 

inspecting the verb collocates of a noun, it is more efficient to capture the V-N misuse 
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than looking into the noun collocates of a verb. A similar idea is also proposed by 

Manning and Schütze (1999) with the term "focal word" indicating the crucial feature 

of nouns in V-N collocations. 

In this study, the set threshold of frequency count was 300. That is, only nouns 

with no fewer than 300 frequency tokens would be incorporated in this study. This 

requirement eventually narrowed the number down to 690 key nouns to be compared 

(cf. Appendix A). On the other hand, only those V-N miscollocations found more than 

three times in the Chinese ESL learner corpus would be counted significant enough by 

the author for further comparison and discussion with the native speaker corpora. 

In a semi-automated manner, the most frequently used nouns in the Chinese ESL 

learner corpus and their respectively common verb collocates in the ESL leaner 

corpus and the BNC corpus were checked one by one with the Sketch-Diff function. 

Demonstrated above by the two colored areas (cf. Figure 3.4), it is obviously shown 

that certain verbs are significantly used more often by either natives or non-natives. 

This, ultimately, is the target function on the SKE platform the author would like to 

apply in this study, i.e., manipulating the Sketch Diff interface to examine common 

Verb-Noun collocations in native corpora and non-native ones in a semi-automated 

manner. 
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3.4 Data Analysis 

The analysis of the results provided by the Sketch Diff described in section 3.3 

would be stratified in the following steps.  

First, the suspicious V-N collocations, detected by the Sketch Diff function, 

which native speakers never used (0 token found in the BNC) were targeted. Then, 

only those suspicious V-N collocations found at least three times in the Chinese ESL 

learner corpus would be counted significant enough by the author for further 

comparison and discussion with the native speaker corpora.  

Second, during the process of examination, based on the red area (Figure 3.4), 

which indicated those V-N combinations found at least three times in the Chinese ESL 

corpus but none in the BNC, the author would double-check the suspicious examples 

in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), another powerful online 

corpus, for further confirmation. Since the BNC is basically composed of linguistic 

input of British English, a parallel check of the suspicious V-N collocations on the 

COCA, mostly consisting of American English, could avoid any possible negligence. 

Once those suspicious V-N collocations were double-checked on the COCA and there 

was no entry found, the author would regard them as V-N miscollocations for sure.   
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Third, due to the feature of the Sketch-Diff function, which treats Verb-Noun 

combinations and Prep-Noun combinations as two separate categories on the SKE 

platform, the author would not additionally extract possible Verb-Prep-Noun 

collocations from the Prep-Noun category for this study. All of the results displayed in 

Chapter IV are originally classified in the Verb-Noun category by the SKE. Even 

though some Verb-Prep-Nouns would be discussed, they were included because the 

Sketch-Diff function actually highlighted them as suspiciously wrong V-N 

collocations (not found in the BNC). After the author looked into them, it was 

discovered that actually the verbs in the examples were acceptable, but that the 

prepositions after the verbs were deviant. The author, therefore, still considered them 

part of the results for general consistency and their original categorization as 

Verb-Nouns by the SKE online system. 

Fourth, in terms of error classification, the possible types would be partially 

based on Chang and Yang (2009). As reviewed in section 2.1.3, Error Types of ESL 

Learners' Collocations, there are generally 12 kinds of Verb-Noun miscollocations (cf. 

Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1 Verb-Noun Types of Chang and Yang (2009) 

 Error Types Examples 
1 Erroneous verb choice *learn knowledge 
2 Misuse of delexical verbs *do recommendations 
3 Erroneous use of idioms *get touch with them 
4 Erroneous noun choice *tell a speech 
5 Erroneous preposition after verb *reply letters 
6 Erroneous preposition after noun *give sympathy to animals 
7 Erroneous use of determiner *play piano 
8 Erroneous syntactic structure *rang the phone 
9 Erroneous choice for intended meaning *break my armed self 
10 Redundant repetition *work one job 

11 
Erroneous combination of two 

collocations 
*enjoy yourself a good time 

12 Miscellaneous 
miscollocations which cannot be 

categorized 

Fifth, if the author cannot be sure to which category a V-N error should belong, a 

native speaker of English as well as other resources would be consulted, such Just the 

Word (http://www.just-the-word.com/), dictionaries like The BBI Dictionary of 

English Word Combination, Oxford Collocations Dictionary, Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary, and the Collins COBUILD English Dictionary.  

Finally, after a basic error categorization is compiled, the author would look into 

the possible causes of these V-N miscollocations. Here, the study of Liu (1999) would 

be the basis of discussion (cf. Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2 Possible Causes of Verb-Noun Miscollocations by Liu (1999) 

 Possible Causes Examples 
1 Overgeneralization *I am worry about you 
2 False analogy *ask you a favor 
3 Erroneous assumption *do plans 
4 Erroneous use of synonyms *broaden your eyesight 
5 Negative L1 transfer *eat medicine 
6 Erroneous coinage *see sun-up 
7 Approximation *release my pressure 

Table 3.3 summarizes the general data analysis procedures for this study. 

 

Table 3.3 Data Analysis Procedures for this Study

Types of collocates provided by 
the Sketch Diff 

Discard those collocation types 
with more than 1 time found in the 
BNC, the native corpus 

Inspect the concordances of 
suspicious V-N miscollocations 

Discard those found less than 3 
times in the Chinese ESL learner 
Corpus 

Categorize the V-N 
miscollocations 

Double-check with 
resources 

Discard those which could be 
acceptable V-N collocations  

Discuss the possible 
causes of ESL learners' 

V-N miscollocations 

Generate an overview of 
ESL learners' V-N 
miscollocations  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter aims to provide the general findings, types of Chinese ESL learner's 

Verb-Noun miscollocations, the salient miscollocates among these mistakes, and the 

possible causes leading to the V-N misuse. An overall discussion would be provided at 

the end of each analysis. 

By applying the Corpus Creating function of The Sketch Engine website, several 

Chinese ESL learner corpora (cf. Chapter III) were uploaded onto the platform, and 

combined into one large corpus. With a size of 7,376,712 tokens, it has been one of 

the biggest Chinese ESL learner corpora for linguistic research so far.  

The author then adopted the function of Sketch-Diff on the SKE for the target 

data extraction. Originally, this Sketch-Diff is designed for the sake of comparing two 

synonymous words in the same corpus or between two separate corpora of different 

genres (e.g. academic and oral). This function is alternatively extended for the 

author's study. That is, instead of examining the corpora of native speakers, the 

Sketch-Diff function was utilized to compare the uses of the same word respectively in 

an English native corpus (the BNC), and an ESL learner corpus (the Chinese ESL 

learner corpus) (cf. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.1 Interface of the Sketch-Diff function 

 
Figure 4.2 Stress as an example of Sketch-Diff Result between  

the BNC and Chinese ESL Learners 
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4.1 Statistical Data and Miscollocation Types 

In this study, the number of suspicious types (with at least three times of 

occurrence in the Chinese ESL learner corpus) is 1284, with 23385 collocations in 

total. After validation from the COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English), 

many other corpus-based resources, and examination by native speakers, 134 types of 

Verb-Noun miscollocations were eventually indentified, with 2841 tokens overall (cf. 

Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Overall Types and Tokens of Verb-Noun Miscollocations 

Chinese ESL  

Learner Corpus 
Total Corpus Size 

Verb-Noun 
Miscollocation 

Types 

Verb-Noun 
Miscollocation 

Tokens 

1. CLEC 

2. SWECCL 

3. JCEE 

4. Taiwanese Learners 

7,376,712 134 2841 

Among these V-N miscollocations, adapted from Chang and Yang (2009) and 

Nesselhauf (2005), there are basically three aspects of misuse－simple verb usages, 

prepositional and phrasal verb usages, and noun usages (cf. Table 4.2). Prepositional 

and phrasal verb misuses were grouped together. This is due to the comparatively 

small number of phrasal verb errors in the results, which only accounts for two 

distinct types. The major criterion of distinction between verb and noun misuse lies in 
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the concept that in deviant-verb-based V-N collocations, the use of nouns was 

semantically and grammatically correct according to the intended meanings, but their 

verb collocates were not. Deviant-noun-based V-N collocations, on the other hand, 

were composed of semantically as well as grammatically acceptable verbs, but not 

their accompanying nouns. Both deviant-verb-based and deviant-noun-based V-N 

collocations were confirmed with the aforementioned corpus-based resources. 

Table 4.2 Aspects and Tokens of Verb-Noun Miscollocation Types 

Aspects of Misuse 
Verb-Noun  

Miscollocation Types 

Verb-Noun  

Miscollocation Tokens 

Deviant Verb Usages 63 (47%) 832 (29%) 

Deviant Prepositional or 
Phrasal Verb Usages 

43 (32%) 1502 (53%) 

Deviant Noun Usages 28 (21%) 507 (18%) 

Total 134 2841 

Generally, the most common misuse of Verb-Noun miscollocations was found to 

be in the prepositional and phrasal verb category, with 1502 tokens (53%). Deviant 

simple verb use, on the other hand, occupied the most various kinds of usages, with 

63 different types (47%) in total. Erroneous noun use was the least common both in 

variety and quantity, with 28 types of Verb-Noun miscollocations (21%) and 507 

tokens (18%) overall. 

The incorrect verb usages of the Verb-Noun miscollocations, simple verbs 
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combined together with prepositional and phrasal verbs, take up 106 discrete types 

(79%), with 2334 tokens (82%) in the whole results found by utilizing the Sketch-Diff 

interface on the Sketch Engine platform. In the following presentations, the column of 

"suggested verbs" or "suggested nouns" is based on those frequently-adopted 

verb/noun collocates on the Sketch-Diff interface, COCA platform, and from the 

suggestions of a native speaker consultant, which would also be part of the results and 

discussion in this study.
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4.2 Misuse of Simple Verbs 

Three major types of Simple-V-N miscollocations can be classified from the 

results. They are synonymous verb pairs (22 types with 346 tokens), verbs in common 

expressions (10 types with 109 tokens), and other verb pairs (31 types with 377 

tokens) (cf. Table 4.3).  

Table 4.3 Types of Simple-Verb-Based V-N Miscollocations 

Aspects of Misuse 
Verb-Noun Miscollocation 

Types 
Verb-Noun Miscollocation 

Tokens 

Synonymous Verbs 22 (35%) 346 (42%) 

Verbs in Common 
Expressions 

10 (16%) 109 (13%) 

Others 31 (49%) 377 (45%) 

Total 63 832 

Synonymous verb pairs mean that the deviant verb collocates Chinese ESL 

learner used are actually semantically related with their accurate verb counterparts. 

Verbs in common expressions, on the other hand, reveal that the correct verbs with 

their noun collocates are in fact common or almost fixed expressions. The original 

verbs chosen by ESL learners for their intended collocations, therefore, turned out to 

be grammatically yet not pragmatically acceptable. Other verb pairs refer to those that 

cannot be directly categorized, with various background factors, and would be further 
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examined in the discussion section.  

4.2.1 Synonymous Verb Pairs 

22 different kinds of Simple-V-N miscollocations were found to be in the 

synonymous verb pair category, with 346 tokens. The erroneous verbs in their 

ESL-learner-produced collocations might appear semantically similar to their correct 

verb suggestions at first sight. Yet, evidence from the BNC, COCA, and other 

large-corpora-based resources all proved that they just do not go with certain nouns (0 

token found on the BNC nor the COCA), as shown by Table 4.4.  

Table 4.4 Simple-Verb-Noun Miscollocation Types: Synonymous Verb Pairs 

No. Incorrect Verb Suggested Verb(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 accept receive/ enter/ have accept higher education 130 
2 keep maintain sports are good ways to keep health 60 
3 catch grab/ seize catch that chance immediately 25 
4 train enhance/ increase/ develop train our ability through practice 24 
5 take get/ have/ earn take good grades on exams 18 
6 enlarge broaden/ expand/ widen enlarge our horizons 11 
7 relax relieve/ reduce relax our stress 10 
8 increase enhance/ cultivate/ foster increase our friendship 7 
9 look watch/ see looked this TV advertisement 7 
10 talk tell/ crack talked many jokes 7 
11 finish fulfill/ satisfy/ meet/ achieve finish their wish 6 
12 invent make/ develop/ work on invent an invention 6 
13 devote donate devote two million dollars 5 
14 forget ignore forget the stress 5 
15 say speak/ talk in say good English 4 
16 appreciate enjoy appreciate the comfortable wind 3 
17 content fulfill/ satisfy content my desire 3 
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18 gain earn/ win gained five thousand dollars 3 
19 promise grant parents promised their wish  3 
20 realize understand/ comprehend how much they realize the lessons 3 
21 realize understand realize the custom of many countries 3 
22 talk tell/ reveal talk their secrets 3 

Total 346 

 

In terms of the suggested verbs alongside the wrong verb column, they are the 

frequently-adopted verb collocates of the key nouns from the data of BNC or COCA. 

Drawing on the Sketch -Diff function on the SKE, the author first extracted all the 

verb collocates of a key noun from the BNC and the Chinese ESL learner corpus. 

Then, examining the verb collocates used by native speakers, the author endeavored 

to find the appropriate verb collocates which would possibly reflect the intended 

meanings of ESL learners' V-N miscollocations. The online platform of the COCA can 

generate all the frequent verb collocates of a noun as well. The author, therefore, also 

checked the suggestions on the COCA for reference so that a reasonable set of advised 

verbs could be arranged for this study.  

In Table 4.4, it is obvious that *accept high education is the most often misused 

synonymous-verb-pair collocation type, with 130 tokens overall. The verb collocates 

adopted by native speakers for the noun education, instead, are receive, enter, and 

have. According to OALD, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (8th Edition), a 

definition of accept is "to take willingly something that is offered; to say ‘yes’ to an 
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offer, invitation, etc." One possible explanation for this misuse could be that education 

usually entails compulsory duties or decisions already made. As a result, one either 

decides to or not to receive education. There is no need for one to express his or her 

will to "accept education," which sounds like an ideological stance about certain issue, 

not the real classes to be taken at school. 

*Keep health, taking up 60 entries, is the second most misused V-N 

miscollocation in the synonymous-verb-pair category. In OALD, keep basically refers 

to "to stay in a particular condition or position; to make somebody/something do this." 

Though its denotation seems possible to go with the word health to ESL learners, the 

actual usages about keep in OALD are "to keep somebody/something + adjective," 

such as "She kept the children amused for hours (OALD)." or "to keep 

somebody/something (+ adverb/preposition)," as in the example "He kept his coat on 

(OALD)." On the other hand, maintain, which is the native suggestion in the BNC, 

means "to make something continue at the same level, standard, etc (OALD)," and its 

example is "She maintained a dignified silence." Maintain, clearly, already indicates 

the continuation of certain status, without additional words needed to complete its 

meaning. For the word health, maintain obviously is a better choice to signify the 

continuation of one's effort to "keep his or her health at an ideal level." 

The third most misused synonymous-verb-pair collocation is *catch that chance, 
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with grab and seize as the main verbs suggested by native-based corpus data. One 

entry of definition about grab is "to take advantage of an opportunity to do or have 

something," and one about seize is "to be quick to make use of a chance, an 

opportunity, etc." while no such definition is provided about catch in the OALD. 

Compared with the relatively early the word catch could be introduced in an 

EFL/ESL context, no wonder the V-N miscollocation *catch that chance was deemed 

workable by many Chinese ESL learners.  

*Train one's ability was found 24 times in the Chinese ESL learner corpus, the 

fourth most misused one. Based on OALD, a definition of train is "to prepare 

yourself/somebody for a particular activity, especially a sport, by doing a lot of 

exercise; to prepare a person or an animal in this way." Since ability is a rather 

abstract and general concept, not a specific sort of skill, the result of native speakers' 

choices to be increase, enhance, and develop, which generally denote a more abstract 

progress, would be understandable.  

The fifth most misused one is *take (good) grades, and the corresponding 

suggestions from the BNC and COCA are get and have. This is a seemingly easy but 

subtle idea. Take, get, and have all share a meaning of touching something by hand. 

Yet, the OALD points out that take particularly denotes "to carry or move something 

from one place to another," which would not be suitable if "grades or scores on a test" 
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is its noun collocate. Students who did not quite make a distinction among these 

similar words would simply regard them as interchangeable. 

*Enlarge one's horizons is another interesting case, while broaden/ expand/ 

widen are used by native speakers quite often. Enlarge, shown by OALD, could be 

used in a sentence like "Reading will enlarge your vocabulary." Yet, as to one's 

experiences and horizons, enlarge just is not what comes to native speakers' mind. 

In addition to the top five most misused V-N collocations, a general situation for 

V-N miscollocations in the synonymous verb pair section is that most of the deviant 

verbs seem acceptable in their V-N collocations at first sight. However, after 

comparing the results displayed by the Sketch-Diff interface, one could clearly discern 

that a significant gap still exists between the word choices of native and non-native 

English speakers. 

 

4.2.2 Verbs in Common Expressions: An Illustration 

10 types, that is, 109 tokens of Simple-V-N miscollocations were found to be in 

the verb-in-common-expression category. The main argument to group these 

miscollocations together is that these collocations have been so commonly used by 

English speakers and are incorporated relatively early in ESL/ EFL teaching materials. 

The verb collocates of these key nouns, as a result, tend to be simple and often the 
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direct and only ones to be triggered for such collocations (cf. Table 4.5). 

Table 4.5 Simple-Verb-Noun Miscollocation Types: Verb-In-Common-Expression Pairs 

No. Incorrect Verb Suggested Verb(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 open turn/ switch on open their computers 35 
2 study   attend/ go to/ be admitted to study high school 25 
3 take make take a mistake 14 
4 eat take eat medicine 11 
5 study attend/ go to/ be admitted to study college 7 
6 live spend/ have live a better childhood 4 
7 open turn/ switch on opened the television 4 
8 catch touch it really caught my heart 3 
9 close turn/ switch off close your mobile telephone 3 
10 cost take cost a few seconds 3 

Total 109 

The most frequently misused verb-in-common-expression V-N collocation is 

*Open one's computer. Though the word open, with the meaning of "to move a door, 

window, lid, etc. so that it is no longer closed (OALD, 8th Edition)," is often 

associated with the starting of an event like "opening a restaurant," it has nothing to 

do with turning on a computer, to which switch on is also a possible verb collocate.  

*Study (high) school is the second most misused yet tricky V-N miscollocation, 

with its another related V-N misuse, *study college, as the fifth most common mistake 

in this category. Its corresponding correction should be attend/ enter/ go to high 

school. Since the meaning of study in English is different from that in Chinese, the 

ESL learners' L1, the word study was somehow semantically understood as "study at" 
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by Chinese ESL learners, while in English "study + noun" means "to spend time 

learning about a subject by reading, going to college, etc (OALD, 8th Edition)." 

The third one is *take a mistake. The meaning of take is quite distinct from that 

of make. Therefore, it could just be explained that learners might have got confused 

due to their orthographical traits, with only one letter of difference. 

The fourth one is *eat the medicine, whereas take (the) medicine is the right V-N 

collocation. Like the erroneous V-N collocation *open one's computer, a direct 

Chinese-English translation could be the most probable cause of this obviously 

deviant production.  

Commonly fixed V-N collocations or idioms are often one of the pedagogical 

foci in an ESL/ EFL context. Learners' mistakes should be gauged carefully and the 

rest of the results would be elaborated later in the discussion section. 

 

4.2.3 Other Verb Pairs 

31 types and 377 tokens were classified in the other-verb-pair category. One 

major reason to put them together here lies in the varied connections between the 

deviant verbs and their correct suggestions. At first sight, there often seems to be no 

direct logic for learners to misuse or struggle between the verb pairs. However, if the 

cause of learners' L1 influence is taken into account, then many deviations are easy to 
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understand and explain (cf. Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6 Simple-Verb-Noun Miscollocation Types: Other-Verb Pairs 

No. Incorrect Verb Suggested Verb(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 study acquire/ obtain/ accumulate study new knowledge 94 
2 join take/ have/ sit (for) join the English exam 35  
3 learn gain learn more experience from life 30 
4 attend take/ have/ sit (for) attend an important exam 26 
5 release relieve/ lessen/ alleviate release the endless pain 22 
6 enter take/ have/ sit (for) enter the exam 21 
7 fill permeate false certificates fill the society 14 
8 gain demonstrate gain greater achievement 14 
9 release relieve/ lighten/ ease/ alleviate release the heavy burden 13 
10 choose identify a way to choose the talents 8 
11 learn develop/ nurture learn extra talent 8 
12 attach place/ put/ lay…on attach emphasis to the theory 7 
13 change exchange change presents with each other 7 
14 reduce disrupt/ restrict/ limit reduce their communication 7 
15 select recognize/ identify means to select human talents 7 
16 decide arrange decide their own marriage 6 
17 propel better/ improve propel the society forward 6 
18 bring send/ extend bring his wishes to them 5 
19 fasten increase fasten your speed 5 
20 mature cultivate mature our thought 5 
21 participate take/ have/ sit (for) participate the PE exam 5 
22 punish prosecute punish those factories 4 
23 solve correct/ rectify/ remedy solve this mistake 4 
24 bring induce/ cause may bring cancer 3 
25 disappear lose (be lost) my pen was disappeared 3 
26 pay place/ put/ lay…on pay emphasis on modernization 3 
27 remove solve/ bridge remove the generation gap 3 
28 renew rebuild/ reconstruct renew the civilization 3 
29 taste experience taste true happiness 3 
30 transfer move/ relocate transfer the factories and companies 3 
31 wave hail waved a taxi by the road 3 

Total 377 
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The most misused V-N collocation in this other-verb-pair section is *study new 

knowledge, while acquire/ obtain/ accumulate new knowledge is the native speakers' 

verb choice. Knowledge, as OALD indicates, is "the information, understanding and 

skills that you gain through education or experience." Since it denotes the amount of 

information in one's brain through the process of learning, there seems to be little 

sense adopting study to be the verb collocate of the noun knowledge.  

*Join an exam is the second most misused one. A definition about join in OALD 

is "to take part in something that somebody else is doing or to go somewhere with 

them." "Togetherness" and "with" seem to be crucial criteria between the verb 

collocate join by ESL learners and take/ have/ sit for by native speakers. Having a test 

is an individual act, and therefore join might not fit the collocation with the noun 

exam.  

*Learn experience is the third one, with gain as the native correction. Like 

knowledge, a definition from OALD for experience is "the knowledge and skill that 

you have gained through doing something for a period of time; the process of gaining 

this." It's something obtained, not for learning or studying. One possible explanation 

for learners' conceptualization of this V-N error could be that they misused the verb 

collocate learn for its related usage "learn from," which would be acceptable if the 
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collocation was "learn from (one's) experience." 

The fourth one, *attend an exam, is like the second most misused one, *join an 

exam. Again, since attend also connotes the idea of doing something together with 

companions, it is not suitable for the noun exam, an individual-oriented act. 

The fifth one is *release one's pain, with the native speakers' suggestions being 

relieve, lessen, or alleviate one's pain. Release means "to let somebody/something 

come out of a place where they have been kept or trapped (OALD)." Since pain is 

something that cannot be let go but reduced or cured, it is very probable that learners 

mistook release for relieve, both of which are much alike orthographically.  

In a word, this other-verb-pair section shows those deviant verb collocates and 

their native speakers' suggestions. Though not quite related linguistically, these 

erroneous verbs and their correct counterparts were closely connected pragmatically, 

which demonstrates a significant influence from Chinese ESL learners' L1. This 

would be the focus for discussion section later. 
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4.3 Misuse of Prepositional Verbs and Phrasal Verbs 

There are 43 types with 1502 tokens in total for the category of prepositional and 

phrasal verb misuse. The two phrasal V-N miscollocations are *set a prison (No. 33), 

and *point one's mistake (No. 41). Their corresponding corrections are set up/ (build) 

a prison, and point out one's mistake. It's obvious that without their phrasal 

preposition companions, these V-N collocations by ESL learners would be unclear 

and erroneous (cf. Table 4.7).  

Table 4.7Verb-Noun Miscollocation Types: Misuse of Prepositional Verbs and Phrasal Verbs 
No. Incorrect V-Prep. Suggested V-Prep.(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 live outside live off live outside campus 544 
2 play play on play my computer 139 
3 agree agree with/ to agree this view 135 
4 listen listen to listen the music in my free time 115 
5 prepare prepare for studied hard to prepare my exam 95 
6 search search for search some information 71 
7 prepare prepare for prepare the physics test 38 
8 learn learn from learn the experience of failure 35 
9 go back go back to go back school 34 
10 hunt hunt for hunt a new job  34 
11 listen listen to listened two English songs 26 
12 listen listen to listen the radio 25 
13 adapt adapt to adapt the society 24 
14 agree agree with/ to agree this opinion 18 
15 participate participate in participate a club 14 
16 get get to/ reach get the other side of a river 12 

17 adjust adjust oneself to 
we should adjust the society  

through college life 
11 

18 participate participate in participate the activity 11 
19 complain complain to/ about complain their parents 10 
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20 catch catch up on catch the latest news 8 
21 listen listen to listen English every day 8 
22 apply apply to apply the graduate schools 7 
23 interfere interfere with interfere others’ lives 7 
24 listen listen to listened their programs on air 7 
25 chat chat about chat any topic 6 
26 arrive arrive at arrived the art classroom 5 
27 ask ask for asked a taxi to take him home 5 
28 cheat cheat on cheat the test 5 
29 search search for use it to search answers 5 
30 transfer transfer to transfer another department 5 
31 catch catch up with/ keep up with catch her pace 4 
32 hike hike up hike a small mountain 4 
33 set set up/ build/ construct set a prison 4 
34 subscribe subscribe to subscribe the magazine 4 
35 arrive arrive at arrive the beach 3 
36 consist consist of/ comprise consist professional soldiers 3 
37 live live in live the dormitory in the first year 3 
38 look look for looked a taxi 3 
39 look look at look the moon 3 
40 look look at looked the dark sky 3 
41 point point out point my mistake 3 
42 return return to returned the classroom 3 
43 search search for searched a taxi on the street 3 

Total 1502 

The most misused V-N collocation in the prepositional and phrasal verb category 

is *live outside campus, while live off campus should be the correct usage. This is not 

a verb phrase, and learners could have learned the word live and its various possible 

preposition collocates at different times and maybe without an organized context. 

Probably from the influence of a more dominant preposition in or inside, learners 

assumed that *live outside campus could be the opposite to *live inside campus, 
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which often means living in the dorm. However, instead of inside or outside campus, 

the correct way should be on or off campus.  

The second one is *play one's computer, which play on one's computer is the 

way native speakers opt for. Play is a popular word for ESL learners. They could use 

play basketball, play the piano, and play a game. The problem is that most of them do 

not require the use of prepositions, like in the examples play with my dog, play with 

my doll, and play on her cellphone or computer. This also is something missing in the 

Chinese syntax, which does not involve much use of prepositions when using the 

word play.  

*Agree one's view is the third most misused V-N collocation in this category. 

Agree with one's view is its corresponding native suggestion. Like the word play in the 

Chinese syntax, there are few cases requiring the use of prepositions for the word 

agree in Chinese. There are various prepositions in English that go with agree such as 

agree to, agree on, or agree with, with the explanations from OALD. A major 

conjecture for ESL learners' negligence of this could just be that since they have little 

cognitive structure for agree+prep in the Chinese language, they naturally have more 

trouble accustoming themselves to this usage in English. 

The fourth most misused V-N collocation is *listen the music, with listen to the 

music as its correction. Music is a common source of entertainment in students' lives, 
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with listen as the most common verb collocates. Like the word play and agree, no 

preposition is needed for the meaning of "listen" in Chinese. No wonder even though 

listen to is usually the only way the word listen is used in English, such a V-N 

collocation is still misused up to 115 times in the Chinese ESL learner corpus.  

The fifth one is *prepare the exam. This is a more context-dependent V-N 

miscollocation. At first sight, this usages looks fine, which denotes the editing and 

compiling of test items for certain evaluations. Yet, after examining the context of 

these entries, it was found that students meant they crammed or studied for the exams, 

not designing exam questions. This collocation, therefore, should be corrected as 

prepare for the exam, with an extra for to specify a totally distinct viewpoint. 

The miscollocations of prepositional and phrasal verbs account for a huge part of 

V-N miscollocations in the results. Many of them are repeated verbs with different 

kinds of prepositions, while a lot others are popular V-N collocations but just misused 

too often by learners, as displayed by Table 4.7. The verbs in these collocations are 

correct, yet without their necessary preposition collocates, their meanings would be 

incomplete, even grammatically wrong. The possible factors leading to these V-N 

miscollocations would be further inspected in the discussions.  
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4.4 Misuse of Nouns 

There are 28 types with 507 tokens of noun misuse in the overall V-N 

miscollocations by Chinese ESL learners (cf. Table 4.8). In the noun misuse, 8 types 

with 104 tokens are found to be in the category of incomplete noun phrases. The other 

20 types with 403 tokens are basically comprised by various background factors and 

would be inspected further in the discussion part. 

Table 4.8 Types of Noun-Based V-N Miscollocations 

Aspects of Misuse 
Noun-Based  

V-N Misuse Types 

Noun-Based  

V-N Misuse Tokens 

Incomplete Noun Phrases 8 (29%) 104 (21%) 

Others 20 (71%) 403 (79%) 

Total 28 507 

 

4.4.1 Incomplete Noun Phrases  

Table 4.9 shows the types of V-N miscollocations whose nouns are erroneous 

due to their incomplete meanings. The most misused one is * learn computer well. 

Computer, in OALD, means "an electronic machine that can store, organize and find 

information, do calculations and control other machines." It's clear that one cannot 

just "learn a machine" but "learn how to use the machine." Based on the examples in 
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the BNC shown by the Sketch-Diff Interface and the suggestions from the COCA, 

computer skills should be used instead of computer alone so that the meaning would 

be clear. 

The second miscollocation is *buy the lottery. According to the OALD, if you 

want to purchase this kind of merchandise, the right way to say it should be buy a 

lottery ticket. On the other hand, if one really hits the jackpot, the expression is win 

the lottery. The difference is officially stated in the dictionaries and therefore the 

lottery alone cannot stand for the noun phrase a lottery ticket. 

Table 4.9 Types of Noun Misuse: Incomplete Noun Phrases 

No. Incorrect Noun Suggested Noun(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 computer computer skills want to learn computer well 19 
2 lottery a lottery ticket buy the lottery again 17 
3 student student’s learning/ judgment cultivate students and help them 17 
4 spring a hot spring bath take a hot spring 15 
5 computer computer science study computer in the future 12 
6 pollution pollution problem solve the pollution 9 

7 mail the meaning of mail 
don't forget conventional mails 

while writing an email 
8 

8 teacher teacher's guidance appreciated my teacher 7 
Total 104 

The third most misused is *cultivate students. A definition of cultivate in 

LDOCE 5, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (5th Edition), is "to work 

hard to develop a particular skill, attitude, or quality." As a result, cultivate students' 

learning or judgment would be a better way of conveying the concept that a student is 
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taught for certain part of his or her abilities to be enhanced. 

The fourth most misused is *take a hot spring. Spring in OALD is "a place 

where water comes naturally to the surface from under the ground." Therefore, a hot 

spring is a place, and a hot spring bath should be the correct expression for the 

intended meaning instead. 

The fifth one is *study computer. Like the most misused one *learn computer 

well, computer just indicates the machine. If one really wants to study the related 

fields about computers, the right expression should be study computer science or 

something else. 

Generally, noun-based V-N miscollocations in this sub-section reveal learners' 

examples in which their intended meanings turned obscure and twisted owing to the 

partial missing of the noun phrase. A more elaborate introduction of noun phrases 

indeed should be heeded when teachers explain Verb-Noun collocations in class. 

 

4.4.2 Other Noun Pairs 

Table 4.10 indicates the 20 types with 403 tokens of V-N miscollocations based 

on noun-pair misuse. The most misused one is *change work, while change jobs is the 

corpus-based suggestion. Though the definitions for both work and job are quite 

similar, generally we refer to job for an additional sense of nominal category for the 
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work we do for a living, while the word "work" mostly merely refers to a more 

abstract aspect of things we do for our job on a daily basis.  

The second and third most misused ones are *take a travel and *have a good 

travel. These are rather obvious errors. According to OALD, when travel is used as a 

noun, the examples are like travel expense, travel agency, etc. As a result, take a 

trip/journey and have a good trip would be the only correct usages for the intended 

meanings of *take a travel and *have a good travel. 

The fourth one is *study lessons. Actually, the contexts for this entry in the 

Chinese ESL learner corpus were all like "In my school I studied all my lessons 

well...," and so on. The meanings of the word lesson in these examples, consequently, 

should be that of the word subject. The correct V-N collocations should be that I 

studied all the subjects at school well. Since the Chinese translations for lesson and 

subject sometimes could be confusing, a mistake for ESL learners to use them 

interchangeably is understandable. 

The fifth most misused one is *rent a department to be my home. Department, as 

OALD points out, is "a section of a large organization such as a government, business, 

university, etc." The right word choice, based on orthographical features, should be 

apartment instead of department. Rent an apartment, hence, is the intended V-N 

collocation.  
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Table 4.10 Types of Noun Misuse: Other-Noun Pairs 

No. Incorrect Noun Suggested Noun(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 work job change work 124 
2 travel trip/ journey take a travel 90 
3 travel trip/ journey have a good travel 55 
4 lesson subjects studied my lessons well 26 
5 department apartment rent an department to be my home 15 
6 ability skills practice your ability 14 
7 color fun add colors to our life 13 
8 mind character cultivate children's mind 11 
9 sight view/ vision/ horizons open their sight 8 
10 window view/ vision/ horizons widen the window of the world 7 
11 sight view/ vision/ horizons widen your sight 6 
12 sight view/ vision/ horizons expand your sight 6 
13 sight eye/ attention attract the readers’ sight 5 
14 travel trip plan a world travel 5 
15 color fun lose the color in our life 3 
16 fame reputation improve their fame 3 
17 heart eye/ attention the ad just caught her heart 3 
18 mail letter finished an English mail 3 
19 manner manners/ etiquette emphasize the manner 3 
20 sight view/ vision/ horizons broaden our sight 3 

Total 403 

This sub-section shows those V-N miscollocations made by other noun misuse. 

Without a direct clue like the ones in the other V-N misuse categories, the errors in 

this section could be hard to explain at first. Nevertheless, with the background of 

ESL learners' L1, that is, Chinese, a more reasonable speculation and correction could 

be made and double-checked with the corpus data. More misuse in this section would 

be examined in a different manner later in the discussion part.  
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4.5 Discussion of Verb-Noun Miscollocations 

This section would focus on two aspects of the results－the salient miscollocates 

and the influential contributing factors of Chinese ESL learners' Verb-Noun 

miscollocations. For each part of the results, a general analysis is provided along with 

the author's explanation.  

 

4.5.1 Salient Miscollocates by Chinese ESL Learners 

Table 4.11 presents the salient miscollocate types. Here the criterion of "salient" 

refers to those miscollocates found in more than one type of ESL learners' V-N 

miscollocations. Overall there are 24 salient verb/noun collocates, which take up 58 

types of V-N misuse and 1749 collocation tokens. These numbers have raised several 

issues worthy of attention.  

To begin with, these salient miscollocates account for up to 43% of the overall 

V-N misuse types in this study (58 types out of 134), and the tokens they cover show 

a shocking 62% of all (1749 tokens out of 2841). This means that actually most of 

ESL learners' V-N problems could be targeted in an efficient manner if these 

troublesome collocates could be introduced and acquired more systematically by 

teachers and students. 
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Second, all these salient collocates, such as bring, catch, learn, sight, or color, 

are in fact comparatively elementary words for learners. The word elementary stands 

for the early stages at which these words could be taught in class in an EFL/ESL 

context like China and Taiwan. Since they get incorporated in materials very often 

and are used frequently, how come they still pose much difficulty for Chinese ESL 

learners? This could be a tough task for both researchers and practitioners. 

Third, as we can see in ability, computer, color, and sight, they are the salient 

noun miscollocates in V-N miscollocations. Thanks to the semi-automated method of 

the SKE platform, many erroneous noun phrases were extracted as well. Does this 

also remind us of the importance of noun phrases in V-N miscollocations? Verbs and 

nouns are two sides of the same coin in respect of learners' V-N collocation use. How 

to tackle them and their related elements effectively is definitely a crucial mission. 

Table 4.11 Salient Miscollocates: Those Found in More Than One Type of V-N Misuse 

Verb or Noun Found in More Than One Type of Verb-Noun Miscollocation 

No. Incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 bring 
send/ extend bring his wishes to them 5 
induce/ cause may bring cancer 3 

2 catch 

grab/ seize catch that chance immediately 25 
touch it really caught my heart 3 

catch up on catch the latest news 8 
catch up with/ keep up with catch her pace 4 

3 gain 
demonstrate gain greater achievement 14 

earn/ win gained five thousand dollars 3 

4 learn 
gain learn more experience from life 30 

develop/ nurture learn extra talent 8 
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5 open 
turn/ switch on open their computers 35 
turn/ switch on opened the television 4 

6 realize 
understand/ comprehend how much they realize the lessons 3 

understand realize the custom of many countries 3 

7 release 
relieve/ lessen/ alleviate release the endless pain 22 

relieve/ lighten/ ease/ alleviate release the heavy burden 13 

8 study 
acquire/ obtain/ accumulate study new knowledge 94 
attend/ go to/ be admitted to study college 7 
attend/ go to/ be admitted to study high school 25 

9 take 
get/ have/ earn take good grades on exams 18 

make take a mistake 14 

10 talk 
tell/ crack talked many jokes 7 
tell/ reveal talk their secrets 3 

11 agree 
agree with/ to agree this view 135 
agree with/ to agree this opinion 18 

12 arrive 
arrive at arrived the art classroom 5 
arrive at arrive the beach 3 

13 listen 

listen to listen the music in my free time 115 
listen to listened two English songs 26 
listen to listen the radio 25 
listen to listen English every day 8 
listen to listened their programs on air 7 

14 live 
live in live dormitory in the first year 3 
live off live outside campus 544 

15 look 
look for looked a taxi 3 
look at look the moon 3 
look at looked the dark sky 3 

16 participate 
participate in participate a club 14 
participate in participate the activity 11 

17 prepare 
prepare for studied hard to prepare my exam 95 
prepare for prepare the physics test 38 

18 search 
search for search some information 71 
search for use it to search answers 5 
search for searched a taxi on the street 3 

19 ability 
skills practice your ability 14 

enhance/ increase/ develop train our ability through practice 24 
20 color fun add colors to our life 13 
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fun lose the color in our life 3 

21 computer 
computer skills want to learn computer well 19 

computer science study computer in the future 12 

22 sight 

view/ vision/ horizons open their sight 8 
view/ vision/ horizons widen your sight 6 
view/ vision/ horizons expand your sight 6 

eye/ attention attract the readers’ sight 5 
view/ vision/ horizons broaden our sight 3 

23 travel 
trip/ journey take a travel 90 
trip/ journey have a good travel 55 

trip plan a world travel 5 
Total 58 V-N Types 1749 

 

4.5.2 Possible Factors Causing the ESL Learners' Verb-Noun Errors 

Based on the study of Liu (1999), there are seven possible sources for ESL 

learners' V-N misuse: negative L1 transfer, overgeneralization, erroneous use of 

synonyms, false analogy, approximation, erroneous assumptions, and erroneous 

coinage. For the convenience of understanding, the author modified erroneous 

assumptions to erroneous delexical verbs for this study.  

Table 4.12 shows the author's general sorting of all the V-N miscollocations and 

their respective percentages. In terms of types, that is, how many different kinds of 

V-N misuses can a certain factor be attributed to, the top four most influential factors 

are a) negative L1 transfer (75 types), b) overgeneralization (23 types), c) erroneous 

use of synonyms (21 types), and d) false analogy (9 types). As for the overall tokens a 

single cause could possibly cover, the top four powerful causes are a) negative L1 
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transfer (1376 tokens), b) false analogy (728 tokens), c) erroneous use of synonyms 

(449 tokens), and d) overgeneralization (213 tokens). In the following passages, ESL 

learners' V-N misuses are classified with certain special entries introduced, and the 

author's observation is offered in the end.  

Table 4.12 Possible Causes of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Inter-Type Comparison 

Possible Causes Type / Percentage Frequency / Percentage 
Negative L1 Transfer 75  / 56.0% 1376 / 48.4% 
Overgeneralization 23  / 17.2% 213  / 7.5% 
Erroneous Use of 

Synonyms 
21  / 15.7% 449  / 15.8% 

False Analogy 9  / 6.7% 728  / 25.6% 
Approximation 4  / 3.0% 64  / 2.3% 

Erroneous Delexical 
Verbs 

1  / 0.7% 6 / 0.2% 

Erroneous Coinage 1  / 0.7% 5  / 0.2% 
Total 134 / 100% 2841  / 100.0% 

 

Negative L1 Transfer 

Negative L1 transfer means that the features about learners' V-N misuse could be 

detected with a linguistic involvement of their L1, which is Chinese. Table 4.13 

provides these 75 sorts of negative-L1-transfer mistakes, with 1376 tokens in total. 

The most common interference discovered in this study is the missing or incorrect use 

of prepositions for many verbs. For instance, *adapt the society (frequency: 24), with 

adapt to the society as the right V-N collocation, serves as a typical example of 

Chinese influence on ESL learners. For most Chinese verbs, there are usually few 
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prepositions necessary for their V-N expressions to be correct. Like the corresponding 

verb for adapt in Chinese, no preposition is needed. Since many verbs in English 

often require the use of prepositions as collocates with the verbs/nouns, there 

inevitably would be a large number of V-N misuses spotted.  

In addition, direct Chinese-English translation is another serious problem found 

in this study. For instance, *eat medicine (frequency: 11), *join an exam (frequency: 

35) (discussed in previous sections), *propel the society forward (frequency: 6), 

*increase our friendship (frequency: 7), and *close your mobile telephone (frequency: 

3) are all obvious cases in which learners adopted the words appearing similar to their 

Chinese conceptualizations and used them directly.  

Table 4.13 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Negative L1 Transfer 

Negative L1 Transfer 

No. Incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 study acquire/ obtain/ accumulate study new knowledge 94 
2 join take/ have/ sit (for) join the English exam 35  
3 open turn/ switch on open their computers 35 
4 learn gain learn more experience from life 30 
5 attend take/ have/ sit (for) attend an important exam 26 
6 study attend/ go to/ be admitted to study high school 25 
7 enter take/ have/ sit (for) enter the exam 21 
8 fill permeate false certificates fill the society 14 
9 gain demonstrate gain greater achievement 14 
10 eat take eat medicine 11 
11 relax relieve/ reduce relax our stress 10 
12 choose identify a way to choose the talents 8 
13 learn develop/ nurture learn extra talent 8 
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14 change exchange change presents with each other 7 
15 increase enhance/ cultivate/ foster increase our friendship 7 
16 select recognize/ identify means to select human talents 7 
17 study attend/ go to/ be admitted to study college 7 
18 propel better/ improve propel the society forward 6 
19 bring send/ extend bring his wishes to them 5 
20 participate take/ have/ sit (for) participate the PE exam 5 
21 open turn/ switch on opened the television 4 
22 punish prosecute punish those factories 4 
23 bring induce/ cause may bring cancer 3 
24 close turn/ switch off close your mobile telephone 3 
25 remove solve/ bridge remove the generation gap 3 
26 renew rebuild/ reconstruct renew the civilization 3 
27 taste experience taste true happiness 3 
28 transfer move/ relocate transfer the factories and companies 3 
29 play play on play my computer 139 
30 agree agree with/ to agree this view 135 
31 listen listen to listen the music in my free time 115 
32 prepare prepare for studied hard to prepare my exam 95 
33 search search for search some information 71 
34 prepare prepare for prepare the physics test 38 
35 learn learn from learn the experience of failure 35 
36 go back go back to go back school 34 
37 hunt hunt for hunt a new job  34 
38 listen listen to listened two English songs 26 
39 listen listen to listen the radio 25 
40 adapt adapt to adapt the society 24 
41 agree agree with/ to agree this opinion 18 
42 participate participate in participate a club 14 
43 participate participate in participate the activity 11 
44 complain complain to/ about complain their parents 10 
45 catch catch up on catch the latest news 8 
46 listen listen to listen English every day 8 
47 apply apply to apply the graduate schools 7 
48 interfere interfere with interfere others’ lives 7 
49 listen listen to listened their programs on air 7 
50 chat chat about chat any topic 6 
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51 decide arrange decide their own marriage 6 
52 arrive arrive at arrived the art classroom 5 
53 ask ask for asked a taxi to take him home 5 
54 cheat cheat on cheat the test 5 
55 forget ignore forget the stress 5 
56 search search for use it to search answers 5 
57 transfer transfer to transfer another department 5 
58 catch catch up with/ keep up with catch her pace 4 
59 hike hike up hike a small mountain 4 
60 set set up/ build/ construct set a prison 4 
61 subscribe subscribe to subscribe the magazine 4 
62 arrive arrive at arrive the beach 3 
63 consist consist of/ comprise consist professional soldiers 3 
64 live live in live the dormitory in the first year 3 
65 look look for looked a taxi 3 
66 look look at look the moon 3 
67 look look at looked the dark sky 3 
68 point point out point my mistake 3 
69 return return to returned the classroom 3 
70 search search for searched a taxi on the street 3 
71 wave hail waved a taxi by the road 3 
72 color fun add colors to our life 13 
73 window view/ vision/ horizons widen the window of the world 7 
74 color fun lose the color in our life 3 
75 heart eye/ attention the ad just caught her heart 3 

Total 1376 

 

Overgeneralization 

Overgeneralization here denotes that the verbs/nouns ESL learners used are 

over-extended from their original linguistic expressions to more unrelated ones. This 

way, they resulted in unacceptable instances. These overgeneralized words are not 

always syntactically deviant in their V-N miscollocations. However, there are certain 
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specified contexts for them to apply to, and in these V-N misuses, they have been 

overused by ESL learners.  

For examples, in *looked this TV advertisement (frequency: 7), other than the 

wrong use of the phrase look at, there are other suitable noun collocates for look at to 

apply to such as painting, star, etc. Yet, for TV advertisement, watch or see definitely 

would be a better verb collocate. Also, in *appreciated my teacher (frequency: 7), 

clearly teacher is not a noun to be appreciated, whereas teacher's guidance is. Many 

similar cases were found to be like these, especially for the noun part. This reflects a 

question worthy of further inspection. Instead of verbs, which tend to be the emphasis 

of SLA research most of the time, should the detail of their noun collocates be 

scrutinized more? Table 4.14 points out all the overgeneralized verb and noun usages 

in their V-N miscollocations, with 23 types overall and 213 tokens.  

Table 4.14 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Overgeneralization 

Overgeneralization 

No. Incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 talk tell/ crack talked many jokes 7 
2 attach place/ put/ lay…on attach emphasis to the theory 7 
3 look watch/ see looked this TV advertisement 7 
4 reduce disrupt/ restrict/ limit reduce their communication 7 
5 finish fulfill/ satisfy/ meet/ achieve finish their wish 6 
6 live spend/ have live a better childhood 4 
7 say speak/ talk in say good English 4 
8 solve correct/ rectify/ remedy solve this mistake 4 
9 catch touch it really caught my heart 3 
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10 cost take cost a few seconds 3 
11 talk tell/ reveal talk their secrets 3 
12 lesson subjects studied my lessons well 26 
13 computer computer skills want to learn computer well 19 
14 lottery lottery ticket buy the lottery again 17 
15 student student’s learning/ judgment cultivate students and help them 17 
16 spring a hot spring bath take a hot spring 15 
17 ability skills practice your ability 14 
18 computer computer science study computer in the future 12 
19 mind character cultivate children's mind 11 
20 pollution pollution problem solve the pollution 9 

21 mail the meaning of mail 
don't forget conventional mails 

while writing an email 
8 

22 teacher teacher's guidance appreciated my teacher 7 
23 manner manners/ etiquette emphasize the manner 3 

Total 213 

 

Erroneous Use of Synonyms 

As discussed in the earlier section (error categorizations), misuse of synonyms is 

also one of the major sources of ESL learners' V-N miscollocations. Here, Table 4.15 

shows a total of 21 types, with 449 tokens of V-N miscollocations of synonym misuse. 

The reason why the numbers of Table 4.15 are not the same as that of the 

aforementioned Table 4.4 about synonymous-verb-pair misuse is that since their ways 

of categorizing learners' error types and their possible causes are totally different from 

each other, their corresponding results and numbers would be varied as well. 
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Table 4.15 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Erroneous Use of Synonyms 

Erroneous Use of Synonyms 

No. Incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 accept receive/ enter/ have accept higher education 130 
2 keep maintain sports are good ways to keep health 60 
3 catch grab/ seize catch that chance immediately 25 
4 train enhance/ increase/ develop train our ability through practice 24 
5 take get/ have/ earn take good grades on exams 18 
6 enlarge broaden/ expand/ widen enlarge our horizons 11 
7 devote donate devote two million dollars 5 
8 appreciate enjoy appreciate the comfortable wind 3 
9 content fulfill/ satisfy content my desire 3 
10 gain earn/ win gained five thousand dollars 3 
11 promise grant parents promised their wish  3 
12 realize understand/ comprehend how much they realize the lessons 3 
13 realize understand realize the custom of many countries 3 
14 work job change work 124 
15 sight view/ vision/ horizons open their sight 8 
16 sight view/ vision/ horizons widen your sight 6 
17 sight view/ vision/ horizons expand your sight 6 
18 sight eye/ attention attract the readers’ sight 5 
19 fame reputation improve their fame 3 
20 mail letter finished an English mail 3 
21 sight view/ vision/ horizons broaden our sight 3 

Total 449 

 

False Analogy 

False analogy means the way a verb/noun is misused is based on a similar 

structure of other words, whereas this misused verb/noun should have been applied in 

a syntactically different context. Like *adjust the society (frequency: 11), a common 

expression made by ESL learners, an actual natural way of saying this should be 
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adjust oneself to the society instead. Table 4.16 presents 9 types of V-N 

miscollocations about false analogy, with 728 tokens overall.  

One background for *live outside campus to take up 544 tokens is that, after 

looking into the corpus data, the author found renting a place or living in the dorm in 

college was in fact a large-scale exam topic of English compositions. Many Chinese 

ESL learners, of course, used *live outside campus to mean renting a place outside 

school, which resulted in an especially huge number of similar V-N miscollocations.  

Table 4.16 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: False Analogy 

False Analogy 

No. Incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 mature cultivate mature our thought 5 
2 disappear lose (be lost) my pen was disappeared 3 
3 pay place/ put/ lay…on pay emphasis on modernization 3 
4 live outside live off live outside campus 544 
5 get get to/ reach get the other side of a river 12 

6 adjust adjust oneself to 
we should adjust the society 

through college life 
11 

7 travel trip/ journey take a travel 90 
8 travel trip/ journey have a good travel 55 
9 travel trip plan a world travel 5 

Total 728 

 

Approximation 

Approximation means the situation of two orthographically similar words 

causing learners' confusion and later the use of these approximately alike words in an 
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erroneous manner. For instance, *release the endless pain (frequency: 22), in which 

relieve should be the correct one, was produced by learners due to the highly similar 

forms of release and relieve. Table 4.17 offers 4 type and 64 tokens of V-N misuse 

stemming from approximation factors.  

Table 4.17 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Approximation 

Approximation 

No. incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 release relieve/ lessen/ alleviate release the endless pain 22 
2 take make take a mistake 14 
3 release relieve/ lighten/ ease/ alleviate release the heavy burden 13 
4 department apartment rent an department to be my home 15 

Total 64 

 

Erroneous Delexical Verbs 

In Table 4.18, since the meaning of invention is quite clear, the choice of the verb 

collocate to be invent would be somehow redundant. A delexical verb like make or in 

other situations like do or have could be sufficient.  

Table 4.18 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Erroneous Delexical Verbs 

Erroneous Delexical Verbs 

No. incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 invent make/ develop/ work on invent an invention 6 
Total 6 
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Erroneous Coinage 

The coinage factor denotes that the meaning of a verb/noun is misunderstood and 

further used in an erroneous way developed by learners themselves. As the word 

fasten shown in Table 4.19, there is no meaning of fasten to be increasing the speed of 

something. The V-N collocation produced undoubtedly would be a wrong one. 

Table 4.19 Sources of Verb-Noun Miscollocations: Erroneous Coinage 

Erroneous Coinage 

No. incorrect V/N Suggested V/N V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 fasten increase fasten your speed 5 
Total 5 

 

According to the error source ranks for erroneous V-N types and erroneous V-N 

frequency, several possible situations are reflected on. 

First, a serious effect of L1 influence still causes much trouble for Chinese ESL 

learners' linguistic production. Both the 75 types (56%) and frequency of 1376 tokens 

(48.4%) indicate that up to 50% of ESL learners' V-N misuse could still result from 

the interference of their mother tongue, no matter what sorts of errors they are, that is, 

verb-based or noun-based mistakes.  

Second, along students' learning process, their vocabulary size is bound to 

increase. Yet, they still seem to encounter problems of learning and utilizing certain 
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noun phrases in V-N collocations well. In terms of learners' V-N misuse sources, 

overgeneralization is the factor with second most diverse errors (23 types). However, 

its total tokens of misuse (213 tokens) are ranked the fourth one. The author's 

observation is that with a moderate number of tokens in total, learners' need of these 

V-N miscollocation types might not be very high. But since the figure (23 

overgeneralization types) is still ranked as the second most, they seem to remain 

difficult for learners to utilize correctly, especially those noun phrases in V-N 

overgeneralizations (cf. Table 4.14).  

Third, erroneous use of synonyms, ranked third both in source types and 

frequency, demonstrates a persistent hurdle for learners to master synonymous 

vocabulary use. Since the key often lies in the actual examples for different synonyms 

to apply, a rather subtle and complicated aspect of V-N usages, Chinese ESL learners, 

dwelling in a Chinese-dominant environment, might need more opportunities for 

English input and exercises in class for them to really understand how to differentiate 

certain semantically similar verb/noun pairs. 

From the sections about salient types of verb/noun miscollocates and the possible 

factors causing learners' V-N miscollocations, several crucial issues have been 

brought up again. Hopefully, through a collaborative effort among researchers and 

practitioners, a more innovative method of V-N collocation teaching and learning 
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could be soon developed.  

Compared with the works of Liu (2002), Nesselhauf (2005), and Lin (2010), this 

study has exhibited several distinct facets of advantages, which not only probes into 

an alternative method of collocation research but also points out certain significant 

directions for future exploration.  

In the first place, with the assistance of Sketch-Diff, a semi-automated function of 

online collocate inspection, a noun's entire verb collocates respectively from the BNC 

and a Chinese ESL learner corpus were extracted first. Then, based on each verb 

collocate's corresponding frequency in the two corpora, the author decided which V-N 

collocations should be considered for further examination. In the studies of Liu (2002) 

and Nesselhauf (2005), all the texts produced by ESL learners were combed line by 

line, which demanded much human labor. Furthermore, even though some 

miscollocations might just have appeared once, they were still incorporated in Liu's 

and Nesselhauf's final results. This study, on the contrary, only counted those 

miscollocations not found in the BNC but discovered 3 times or above in the ESL 

learner corpus as valid and significant V-N miscollocations. With the online platform 

of SKE and a frequency threshold for V-N miscollocations, the results were generated 

efficiently, and more convincingly as well. 
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Second, as for the statistical figures of these studies, in Liu's, Nesselhauf's, and 

Lin's studies, their total tokens of V-N miscollocations found were 233, 744, and 1041. 

In this study, the total tokens of deviant V-N collocations discovered are 2841, a much 

larger number than the previous works. Yet, when the overall types of V-N 

miscollocations are taken into consideration, am interesting situation was noticed. In 

Lin's work, her types of ESL learners' V-N miscollocations found were 210 types in 

the Taiwanese ESL learner corpus, and 268 types in the CLEC. The total types of 

Chinese ESL learners' V-N errors discovered in this study, however, are 134. There 

are three possible factors influencing this final result. First, many types of V-N errors 

in Lin's result were about the erroneous use of articles (*write letter whereas write a 

letter is the right one) and determiners (*play piano whereas play the piano should be 

correct), both of which were not included in this study. Another factor is that, as 

mentioned in Section 3.4, Data Analysis, the online SKE platform treats all parts of 

speech of a word as separate and independent categories. Verb-Noun category, 

consequently, is classified from other ones like Modifier-Noun, Adjective-Noun, etc, 

which narrowed the scope of this research down to specifically semantic association 

analyses between a noun and its direct verb collocates. The last one is that in Lin's 

study, a program called Perl was applied to extract all the suspicious V-N collocations 

from two ESL learner corpora for further human examination, while in this study only 
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the nouns passing the frequency count threshold of 300 were incorporated for the 

target research. Since the initial purposes and ranges of searching were discrete, the 

findings between Lin's and this study were understandably different from each other.  

Last but not least, the misuse of nouns identified in this study, with 28 types (507 

tokens) confirmed and as one of the major types of V-N errors, was extensively 

discussed. This was also the case in Nesselhauf's study, in which 225 tokens of noun 

misuse were found among the V-N miscollocations. However, in Liu's and Lin's 

studies, the analyses about noun deviations in learners' V-N miscollocations were 

somehow missing. Liu brought up the importance of nouns in V-N collocation 

research in her study, but in her final result, the foreseeable difficulty ESL learners 

could face when trying to use correct nouns in V-N combinations was not inspected 

with supporting evidence. While nouns could indeed perform as an influential error 

type in ESL learners' V-N misuse, in addition to the examination of verbs most of the 

time, researchers should start considering nouns in their analysis structure in the 

future. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Summary of the Major Findings 

Research Question 1: Can Sketch Diff, a semi-automated corpus-based function of 

The Sketch Engine, an online platform, be experimented to compare the Verb-Noun 

collocations between native and non-native English speakers? 

The semi-automated method on the Sketch Engine platform indeed contributed 

much to the fast, systematic combing of corpus data, and displayed a precise 

comparison between the language use of native speakers and that of ESL learners in 

an efficient manner. 

The target learner corpus for this study is converged by CLEC, SWECCL, JECC, 

and Taiwanese Learner Corpus, the biggest size of Chinese ESL learner corpus so far 

(7,376,712 tokens). With the frequency threshold of 300 in the ESL learner corpus, a 

list of 690 key nouns was generated for this study. As for the valid V-N misuse type 

count, each type of V-N miscollocation has to include more than three tokens. Finally, 

there are overall 134 types of Chinese ESL learners' Verb-Noun miscollocations found, 

with 2841 tokens in total.  
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Research Question 2: What are the types of miscollocations made by Chinese ESL 

learners? 

Among these V-N miscollocations, there are basically three aspects of misuse－

simple verb usages, noun usages, prepositional and phrasal verb usages. Generally, 

the most common misuse of Verb-Noun miscollocations was found to be in the 

prepositional and phrasal verb category, with 43 types and 1502 tokens. Deviant 

simple verb use, on the other hand, occupied the most various kinds of usages, with 

63 different types in total and 832 tokens. Erroneous noun use was the least common 

both in variety and quantity, with 28 types of Verb-Noun miscollocations and 507 

tokens overall. 

 

Research Question 3: What can be the possible causes of Chinese ESL learners' 

collocational misuse? 

In terms of error source types, that is, how many different kinds of V-N misuses 

can a certain factor be attributed to, the influential factors are a) negative L1 transfer 

(75 types), b) overgeneralization (23 types), c) erroneous use of synonyms (21 types), 

d) false analogy (9 types), e) approximation (4 types), f) erroneous delexical verbs (1 

type), and g) erroneous coinage (1 type). As for the overall tokens a source could 
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possibly cover, the sources are a) negative L1 transfer (1376 tokens), b) false analogy 

(728 tokens), c) erroneous use of synonyms (449 tokens), d) overgeneralization (213 

tokens), e) approximation (64 tokens), f) erroneous delexical verbs (6 tokens), and g) 

erroneous coinage (5 tokens). 
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5.2 Pedagogical Implications 

Based on the results and overall design of this study, certain pedagogical 

implications could be offered. 

To begin with, by means of the assistance of Corpus Creating, Word Sketch, and 

Sketch-Diff functions on the Sketch Engine platform, it was possible that a 

semi-automated manner of data sorting and arrangement could be achieved. This 

indeed saves a lot of time for corpus-linguistic analyses. Moreover, with sufficient 

online instruction and assistance, teachers and autonomous learners could benefit 

from this powerful system as well. One powerful interface of the SKE is that 

collocates of all parts of speech from two separate corpora can be displayed together 

for comparison. This idea could be utilized for thesaurus or in future research, for a 

native and non-native linguistic study. So far, this platform is still subscription-based, 

which somehow restricts its popularity with students. If it provides more free 

functions for public users, or other online concordancers could develop this technique, 

both teachers and students certainly would benefit much from this breakthrough.  

Another issue worth mentioning is that, in this study, 23 salient miscollocates 

were found in the results. They in total occupy 58 types (43%) and 1749 tokens (62%) 

of all the V-N miscollocations. This reminds us of one crucial aspect. Among all the 
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search and analyses of the V-N miscollocations produced by English learners, maybe 

instead of endeavoring to understand every type of V-N miscollocation, it might help 

learners the most if we focus first on how to assist them in noticing those most tricky 

ones.  

Third, in this study again, negative L1 transfer has been found to be the most 

influential cause of learners' V-N mistakes, with 75 types (56%) and the frequency of 

1376 tokens (48.4%). Many of the trivial miscollocations discovered, when compared 

with other types of V-N errors, sometimes appear not very serious in teachers' eyes. 

However, as these same mistakes seem to have been fossilized and repeated over and 

over, in the end they could form a seemingly easy but always difficult barrier for 

learners to overcome. Just as that in many prepositional V-N misuses, though a 

preposition missing might not be a daunting problem, when the same mistake is never 

corrected or dealt with directly, the result would be just like what has been found in 

this study－an overwhelming portion of seemingly basic misuses among all the V-N 

miscollocations.  

Finally, when Verb-Noun collocations are discussed, verbs are the main part to 

tackle most of the time. Yet, in this study, deviant prepositional and phrasal V-N 

collocations are found to account for 43 types (32%) and 1502 tokens (53%) overall. 

This could reflect an actual dilemma. When learners pay more attention to which 
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collocates they should apply in a V-N collocation, usually it's the verb that can be 

understood and used correctly, simple verbs in particular. With the convenience of all 

kinds of online or electronic dictionaries, finding a suitable verb has not been hard for 

students. Nevertheless, after spotting a suitable verb they could adopt for their 

expression, would learners take one step further to examine which right preposition 

should go with the verb in their intended expression as well? As the results have 

pointed out, this might not happen. A balanced proportion of instruction between the 

right verbs and also their respective preposition collocates for different situations 

indeed should be kept in mind for on-site practitioners.  
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5.3 Limitations and Future Research 

There still is much room of improvement for this study. Hopefully more 

promising research and creative ideas can be spurred through the author's reflection 

on the limitations and future prospects. 

First, due to the system feature/ restriction of the online SKE platform, 

Verb-Noun and Prep-Noun collocations are classified in discrete categories. That is, 

the SKE system, when searching for and classifying data in a corpus, treats 

Verb-Noun and Prep-Noun as different groups. As a result, learners' use of 

Verb-Prep-Noun collocations, an aspect often incorporated for collocation research, 

could not have been tackled directly in this study. We can see that many prepositional 

V-N miscollocations were still provided in this study. This is because during the 

process of data collection, the author discovered many erroneous uses of prepositions 

when examining the Verb-Noun collocation data. Since they were part of the data 

extracted by the online SKE system and grouped under the same category 

(Verb-Noun), the author still counted them as valid sources of V-N miscollocations by 

ESL learners.  

Second, in this study, the native corpus adopted for comparison is the BNC. 

There are many advantages about BNC, but the author also encountered some 
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problems. The most obvious one is the discrepancy between American English and 

British English. Since the BNC is mostly composed of British English, usually ESL 

learners' V-N collocations could have no matching entries in the BNC. However, 

when the author double-checked these V-N collocations by learners on the COCA, the 

American-English-based online concordancer, there were quite a few corresponding 

examples. The author, consequently, could only check the learners' suspicious V-N 

collocation with the BNC on the SKE platform first, and then on the COCA website 

or other resources. If an encompassing online concordancer could incorporate both 

enough BE and AE data, it would be great news for all language users.  

Finally, confined by limited time available for this study, the author could only 

touch upon the nouns with the frequency count of at least 300, which accounted for 

690 nouns in total, for further examination of Verb-Noun miscollocations. More 

frequently-used nouns in the Chinese ESL learner corpus are expected to be discussed 

in future studies. In addition, many interesting parts about ESL learners' use of noun 

phrases in their erroneous V-N collocations were not analyzed thoroughly. As 

prevalent mistakes about prepositions in learners' V-N miscollocations were 

discovered in this study, nouns indeed also function as a decisive factor in learners' 

accurate V-N expressions. Unfortunately, not enough discussion could have been 

elaborated on for this aspect in the study. In the future research, maybe more foci 
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could be put on the various ways learners manipulate nouns to suit their intended 

meanings. Noun phrases are surely an intriguing topic still waiting to be addressed.  
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix A. Top 690 Nouns in the Chinese ESL Learner Corpus 

No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

1 people 41167 31 knowledge 6751 61 classmate 3793 
2 life 27024 32 example 6531 62 certificate 3780 
3 time 25317 33 word 6482 63 mother 3695 
4 thing 18654 34 person 6346 64 card 3663 
5 student 16501 35 game 6218 65 TV 3629 
6 child 14613 36 college 5968 66 night 3592 
7 school 14306 37 place 5768 67 car 3575 
8 world 13083 38 electricity 5652 68 future 3486 
9 friend 11893 39 home 5509 69 paper 3468 
10 day 11892 40 opinion 5505 70 party 3439 
11 education 11881 41 water 5499 71 campus 3428 
12 way 11689 42 something 5463 72 food 3426 
13 work 11022 43 ability 5154 73 technology 3362 
14 lot 10909 44 reason 5081 74 patient 3293 
15 help 10677 45 part 4968 75 order 3261 
16 year 10235 46 development 4728 76 love 3213 
17 society 9923 47 study 4678 77 fact 3191 
18 job 8542 48 book 4664 78 course 3157 
19 country 8471 49 Internet 4580 79 view 3150 
20 family 8465 50 English 4573 80 skill 3139 
21 money 8320 51 degree 4405 81 father 3049 
22 man 8311 52 China 4341 82 information 2999 
23 computer 7939 53 experience 4296 83 everything 2988 
24 parent 7908 54 hand 4119 84 Taiwan 2981 
25 university 7653 55 girl 4109 85 boy 2964 
26 kind 7649 56 medium 4086 86 letter 2932 
27 teacher 7482 57 class 4061 87 police 2850 
28 exam 7328 58 everyone 3851 88 story 2788 
29 other 6971 59 mind 3804 89 attention 2763 
30 problem 6913 60 woman 3801 90 animal 2748 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

91 phone 2728 121 heart 2098 151 member 1701 
92 government 2727 122 point 2083 152 effect 1678 
93 music 2667 123 process 2080 153 Travel 1677 
94 movie 2666 124 system 2055 154 morning 1674 
95 environment 2659 125 feeling 2038 155 case 1664 
96 truth 2633 126 culture 2031 156 cooperation 1654 
97 result 2617 127 nothing 2025 157 power 1630 
98 tradition 2612 128 body 2025 158 communication 1604 
99 health 2554 129 role 1991 159 success 1558 
100 idea 2529 130 end 1989 160 evening 1550 
101 test 2514 131 right 1974 161 summer 1547 
102 chance 2512 132 city 1968 162 nature 1542 
103 competition 2450 133 taxi 1965 163 lottery 1527 
104 situation 2441 134 care 1957 164 nation 1501 
105 matter 2437 135 news 1941 165 brother 1489 
106 advantage 2414 136 advertisement 1917 166 MacDonald 1486 
107 someone 2409 137 sport 1892 167 being 1475 
108 today 2327 138 eye 1879 168 aspect 1471 
109 house 2300 139 dollar 1878 169 mail 1467 
110 use 2290 140 number 1870 170 need 1463 
111 dream 2289 141 death 1866 171 relationship 1436 
112 modernization 2255 142 KFC 1863 172 living 1420 
113 activity 2255 143 question 1831 173 choice 1416 
114 website 2244 144 travel 1828 174 change 1414 
115 side 2242 145 generation 1802 175 grade 1412 
116 language 2202 146 practice 1794 176 addition 1402 
117 company 2200 147 condition 1786 177 tree 1402 
118 anything 2157 148 function 1751 178 commodity 1399 
119 difference 2147 149 room 1750 179 earth 1393 
120 reading 2138 150 examination 1740 180 law 1378 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

181 science 1375 211 memory 1194 241 Everyone 1078 
182 character 1370 212 disease 1189 242 wedding 1077 
183 waste 1318 213 gap 1181 243 meaning 1076 
184 University 1314 214 office 1178 244 building 1075 
185 effort 1307 215 pressure 1173 245 Festival 1070 
186 interest 1297 216 air 1170 246 clothes 1069 
187 doctor 1291 217 answer 1160 247 pollution 1065 
188 apartment 1283 218 dictionary 1159 248 progress 1062 
189 fun 1283 219 sister 1158 249 wife 1062 
190 thought 1277 220 program 1149 250 Teacher 1060 
191 business 1274 221 face 1147 251 product 1054 
192 step 1270 222 resource 1138 252 age 1044 
193 field 1266 223 trip 1138 253 euthanasia 1042 
194 picture 1264 224 river 1137 254 holiday 1040 
195 street 1260 225 ad 1136 255 area 1036 
196 graduate 1256 226 career 1134 256 purpose 1035 
197 history 1248 227 newspaper 1133 257 bridge 1031 
198 trouble 1245 228 sense 1122 258 action 1025 
199 period 1242 229 quality 1116 259 attitude 1021 
200 disadvantage 1235 230 opportunity 1116 260 crime 1019 
201 telephone 1233 231 speaking 1107 261 goal 1019 
202 play 1231 232 happiness 1103 262 difficulty 1016 
203 name 1228 233 store 1102 263 one 1008 
204 week 1228 234 energy 1096 264 group 1008 
205 cancer 1226 235 mistake 1092 265 space 988 
206 lesson 1219 236 everybody 1089 266 hour 988 
207 song 1213 237 shop 1079 267 homework 942 
208 month 1212 238 privacy 1078 268 economy 939 
209 importance 1205 239 method 1078 269 factory 935 
210 light 1205 240 friendship 1078 270 policy 932 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

271 moment 932 301 market 835 331 war 759 
272 past 931 302 mountain 833 332 public 759 
273 wine 923 303 sentence 833 333 industry 758 
274 instance 919 304 daughter 825 334 bed 758 
275 achievement 913 305 sea 825 335 material 757 
276 Taipei 911 306 television 820 336 machine 757 
277 habit 909 307 lie 816 337 behavior 756 
278 restaurant 909 308 tool 814 338 rule 751 
279 moon 901 309 freedom 804 339 weather 751 
280 husband 900 310 Juliet 803 340 measure 746 
281 station 899 311 position 799 341 dormitory 745 
282 exercise 892 312 July 799 342 novel 740 
283 festival 886 313 John 799 343 fire 738 
284 convenience 883 314 message 796 344 meeting 735 
285 basketball 880 315 rest 793 345 touch 733 
286 conclusion 869 316 team 792 346 scene 732 
287 value 869 317 form 790 347 sky 731 
288 employment 865 318 minute 786 348 teaching 727 
289 decision 865 319 dog 785 349 beginning 726 
290 article 864 320 style 784 350 Tom 720 
291 Chinese 862 321 dinner 781 351 cost 717 
292 spirit 859 322 E-mail 780 352 birth 713 
293 pain 856 323 learning 779 353 population 712 
294 writing 855 324 Romeo 776 354 star 709 
295 classroom 849 325 responsibility 774 355 department 706 
296 harm 847 326 speed 772 356 line 705 
297 vacation 847 327 clock 770 357 individual 701 
298 event 846 328 door 766 358 *expectancy 700 
299 learner 844 329 talent 762 359 film 699 
300 bag 844 330 flower 762 360 Education 697 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

361 adult 695 391 medicine 633 421 level 586 
362 phenomenon 692 392 Jack 629 422 son 586 
363 influence 686 393 report 628 423 Mr. 585 
364 price 685 394 library 628 424 subject 584 
365 afternoon 685 395 amount 628 425 plan 584 
366 will 684 396 America 626 426 brain 584 
367 mean 682 397 voice 624 427 bus 584 
368 hope 679 398 factor 621 428 rise   583 
369 pet 676 399 task 619 429 king   583 
370 haste 674 400 personality 617 430 childhood   583 
371 salary 668 401 saying 616 431 term   583 
372 foot 668 402 key 616 432 emotion 583 
373 atmosphere 666 403 stress 615 433 reality   579 
374 contrary 666 404 image 613 434 sight 574 
375 plant 664 405 service 612 435 marriage 572 
376 hospital 660 406 challenge 612 436 park 572 
377 worker 659 407 trust 610 437 thinking 570 
378 head 659 408 professional   610 438 *storey 567 
379 sun 657 409 kid 609 439 lunch 563 
380 mom 655 410 hundred 609 440 math 562 
381 drink 655 411 art   607 441 accident 557 
382 doubt 654 412 foreigner 605 442 failure 556 
383 relative 649 413 standard   599 443 cause 555 
384 issue 647 414 entrance   599 444 player 555 
385 Sunday 645 415 criminal   596 445 professor 553 
386 type 643 416 traffic   594 446 confidence 553 
387 proverb 641 417 baby   590 447 century 551 
388 shopping 638 418 road 588 448 policeman 550 
389 mood 637 419 front 588 449 piece 547 
390 topic 635 420 benefit 587 450 shortage 546 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

451 illness 545 481 conflict 497 511 source 462 
452 beach 541 482 impression 497 512 youth 459 
453 somebody 531 483 anyone 494 513 pleasure 458 
454 human 535 484 scenery 494 514 courage 457 
455 hair 530 485 show 494 515 guy 457 
456 invention 530 486 swimming 494 516 meal 457 
457 train 528 487 entertainment 493 517 imagination 456 
458 forest 528 488 wish 491 518 bird 456 
459 peace 525 489 score 489 519 tragedy 455 
460 coffee 525 490 forty 488 520 board 452 
461 lover 524 491 burden 487 521 yuan 451 
462 ground 520 492 scientist 487 522 fish 451 
463 understanding 518 493 Shakespeare 486 523 uncle 450 
464 club 517 494 freshman 485 524 e-mail 449 
465 content 517 495 smile 484 525 transportation 449 
466 stage 516 496 mark 484 526 Peter 449 
467 table 516 497 custom 483 527 window 445 
468 thousand 515 498 graduation 479 528 reunion 444 
469 background 513 499 ball 477 529 second 444 
470 nobody 513 500 land 475 530 writer 444 
471 wind 513 501 weekend 474 531 distance 443 
472 radio 511 502 concern 472 532 fame 442 
473 driver 509 503 performance 472 533 state 441 
474 cell 508 504 ending 468 534 deal 438 
475 birthday 508 505 outside 466 535 fruit 438 
476 look 508 506 call 466 536 training 437 
477 contribution 503 507 text 466 537 Harry 436 
478 E-dictionary 500 508 treatment 465 538 vocabulary 436 
479 honesty 500 509 secret 465 539 impact 435 
480 God 499 510 Hua 465 540 chain 434 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

541 present 434 571 E-dictionaries 404 601 fashion 374 
542 semester 433 572 rubbish 404 602 bicycle 374 
543 gender 432 573 football 404 603 control 373 
544 return 432 574 boss 403 604 hometown 373 
545 danger 431 575 beauty 401 605 spring 372 
546 couple 431 576 watch 400 606 listening 371 
547 duty 430 577 drain 398 607 civilization 370 
548 SARS 429 578 concept 398 608 appearance 369 
549 aim 429 579 boat 397 609 improvement 369 
550 floor 429 580 box 396 610 cup 369 
551 cake 429 581 NTU 394 611 clothing 368 
552 sound 424 582 mercy 394 612 comment 367 
553 citizen 423 583 income 394 613 circumstance 367 
554 greeting 419 584 variety 393 614 screen 366 
555 misunderstanding 419 585 master 392 615 fan 364 
556 magazine 419 586 stadium 392 616 tea 364 
557 desire 418 587 pen 392 617 bit 363 
558 rate 418 588 pace 388 618 army 363 
559 roommate 416 589 consequence 386 619 expense 362 
560 extent 414 590 wealth 386 620 relation 362 
561 smoking 413 591 race 386 621 promotion 361 
562 surprise 412 592 emails 384 622 textbook 361 
563 leader 412 593 Jude 381 623 tomorrow 361 
564 good 412 594 prison 378 624 stereotype 359 
565 bike 412 595 tendency 378 625 grammar 359 
566 profit 410 596 emphasis 378 626 customer 359 
567 gain 407 597 date 377 627 theory 358 
568 dorm 406 598 leisure 376 628 singer 358 
569 Everything 406 599 officer 376 629 color 358 
570 advice 405 600 sand 375 630 drug 357 
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No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency No. Noun Frequency 

631 wall 357 661 teenager 323    
632 experiment 354 662 ocean 322    
633 employee 353 663 affair 321    
634 loss 352 664 element 321    
635 Saturday 352 665 coin 320    
636 punishment 351 666 community 319    
637 walk 350 667 murder 319    
638 commercial 349 668 trend 319    
639 equipment 348 669 horizon 318    
640 joy 348 670 Beijing 318    
641 island 347 671 killing 318    
642 organization 346 672 treasure 317    
643 sleep 344 673 shoe 316    
644 project 343 674 manner 315    
645 fault 342 675 desk 314    
646 dark 340 676 composition 313    
647 lawyer 340 677 gift 313    
648 noise 340 678 girlfriend 308    
649 detail 337 679 season 308    
650 balance 337 680 ceremony 307    
651 increase 337 681 tide 307    
652 strength 337 682 lady 305    
653 mortality 336 683 audience 304    
654 yesterday 335 684 actor 304    
655 china 333 685 countryside 303    
656 town 332 686 cat 303    
657 joke 329 687 theater 302    
658 literature 328 688 celebrity 301    
659 soldier 325 689 technique 301    
660 plenty 325 690 percent 300    
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Appendix B. 

Verb-Noun Miscollocations in the Chinese ESL Learner Corpus 
(Alphabetical Order) 

No. Incorrect Verb Suggested Verb(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 accept receive/ enter/ have accept higher education 130 
2 appreciate enjoy appreciate the comfortable wind 3 
3 attach place/ put attach emphasis to the theory 7 
4 attend take/ have/ sit (for) attend an important exam 26 
5 bring send/ extend bring his wishes to them 5 
6 bring induce/ cause may bring cancer 3 
7 catch grab/ seize catch that chance immediately 25 
8 catch touch it really caught my heart 3 
9 change exchange exchange presents with each other 7 
10 choose identify a way to choose the talents 8 
11 close turn/ switch off close your mobile telephone 3 
12 content fulfill/ satisfy content my desire 3 
13 cost take cost a few seconds 3 
14 decide arrange decide their own marriage 6 
15 devote donate devote two million dollars 5 
16 disappear lose (be lost) my pen was disappeared 3 
17 eat take eat medicine 11 
18 enlarge broaden/ expand/ widen enlarge our horizons 11 
19 enter take/ have/ sit (for) enter the exam 21 
20 fasten increase fasten your speed 5 
21 fill permeate false certificates fill the society 14 
22 finish fulfill/ satisfy/ meet/ achieve finish their wish 6 
23 forget ignore forget the stress 5 
24 gain demonstrate gain greater achievement 14 
25 gain earn/ win gained five thousand dollars 3 
26 increase enhance/ cultivate/ foster increase our friendship 7 
27 invent make/ develop/ work on invent an invention 6 
28 join take/ have/ sit (for) join the English exam 35 
29 keep maintain sports are good ways to keep health 60 
30 learn gain learn more experience from life 30 
31 learn develop/ nurture learn extra talent 8 
32 live spend/ have live a better childhood 4 
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33 look watch/ see looked this advertisement 7 
34 mature cultivate mature our thought 5 
35 open turn/ switch on open their computers 35 
36 open turn/ switch on opened the television 4 
37 participate take/ have/ sit (for) participate the PE exam 5 
38 pay place/ put/ lay…on pay emphasis on modernization 3 
39 promise grant parents promised their wish  3 
40 propel better/ improve propel the society forward 6 
41 punish prosecute punish those factories 4 
42 realize understand/ comprehend how much they realize the lessons 3 

43 realize understand 
realize the custom of many 

countries 
3 

44 reduce disrupt/ restrict/ limit reduce their communication 7 
45 relax relieve/ reduce relax our stress 10 
46 release relieve/ lessen/ alleviate release the endless pain 22 
47 release relieve/ lighten/ ease/ alleviate release the heavy burden 13 
48 remove solve/ bridge remove the generation gap 3 
49 renew rebuild/ reconstruct renew the civilization 3 
50 say speak/ talk in say good English 4 
51 select recognize/ identify means to select human talents 7 
52 solve correct/ rectify/ remedy solve this mistake 4 
53 study acquire/ obtain/ accumulate study new knowledge 94 
54 study attend/ go to/ be admitted to study college 7 
55 study   attend/ go to/ be admitted to study high school 25 
56 take get/ have/ earn take good grades on exams 18 
57 take make take a mistake 14 
58 talk tell/ crack talked many jokes 7 
59 talk tell/ reveal talk their secrets 3 
60 taste experience taste true happiness 3 
61 train enhance/ increase/ develop train our ability through practice 24 
62 transfer move/ relocate transfer the factories and companies 3 
63 wave hail waved a taxi by the road 3 

Total 832 

No. Incorrect V-Prep. Suggested V-Prep.(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 adapt adapt to adapt the society 24 

2 adjust adjust oneself to 
we should adjust the society  

through college life 
11 
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3 agree agree with/ to agree this view 135 
4 agree agree with/ to agree this opinion 18 
5 apply apply to apply the graduate schools 7 
6 arrive arrive at arrived the art classroom 5 
7 arrive arrive at arrive the beach 3 
8 ask ask for asked a taxi to take him home 5 
9 catch catch up on catch the latest news 8 
10 catch keep up with catch her pace 4 
11 chat chat about chat any topic 6 
12 cheat cheat on cheat the test 5 
13 complain complain to/ about complain their parents 10 
14 consist consist of/ comprise consist professional soldiers 3 
15 get get to/ reach get the other side of a river 12 
16 go back go back to go back school 34 
17 hike hike up hike a small mountain 4 
18 hunt hunt for hunt a new job  34 
19 interfere interfere with interfere others’ lives 7 
20 learn learn from learn the experience of failure 35 
21 listen listen to listen the music in my free time 115 
22 listen listen to listened two English songs 26 
23 listen listen to listen the radio 25 
24 listen listen to listen English every day 8 
25 listen listen to listened their programs on air 7 
26 live live in live the dormitory in the first year 3 
27 live outside live off live outside campus 544 
28 look look for looked a taxi 3 
29 look look at look the moon 3 
30 look look at looked the dark sky 3 
31 participate participate in participate a club 14 
32 participate participate in participate the activity 11 
33 play play on play my computer 139 
34 point point out point my mistake 3 
35 prepare prepare for studied hard to prepare my exam 95 
36 prepare prepare for prepare the physics test 38 
37 return return to returned the classroom 3 
38 search search for search some information 71 
39 search search for use it to search answers 5 
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40 search search for searched a taxi on the street 3 
41 set set up/ build/ construct set a prison 4 
42 subscribe subscribe to subscribe the magazine 4 
43 transfer transfer to transfer another department 5 

Total 1502 

No. Incorrect Noun Suggested Noun(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 ability skills practice your ability 14 
2 color fun add colors to our life 13 
3 color fun lose the color in our life 3 
4 computer computer skills want to learn computer well 19 
5 computer computer science study computer in the future 12 
6 department apartment rent an department to be my home 15 
7 fame reputation improve their fame 3 
8 heart eye/ attention the ad just caught her heart 3 
9 lesson subjects studied my lessons well 26 
10 lottery lottery ticket buy the lottery again 17 
11 mail letter finished an English mail 3 

12 mail the meaning of mail 
don't forget conventional mails 

while writing an email 
8 

13 manner manners/ etiquette emphasize the manner 3 
14 mind character cultivate children's mind 11 
15 pollution pollution problem solve the pollution 9 
16 sight view/ vision/ horizons open their sight 8 
17 sight view/ vision/ horizons widen your sight 6 
18 sight view/ vision/ horizons expand your sight 6 
19 sight eye/ attention attract the readers’ sight 5 
20 sight view/ vision/ horizons broaden our sight 3 
21 spring a hot spring bath take a hot spring 15 
22 student student’s learning/ judgment cultivate students and help them 17 
23 teacher teacher's guidance appreciated my teacher 7 
24 travel trip/ journey take a travel 90 
25 travel trip/ journey have a good travel 55 
26 travel trip plan a world travel 5 
27 window view/ vision/ horizons widen the window of the world 7 
28 work job change work 124 

Total 507 

Total Types: 63+43+28=134 Total Tokens: 832+1502+507=2841 
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Appendix C. 

Verb-Noun Miscollocations in the Chinese ESL Learner Corpus 
(Frequency Order) 

No. Incorrect Verb Suggested Verb(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 accept receive/ enter/ have accept higher education 130 
2 study acquire/ obtain/ accumulate study new knowledge 94 
3 keep maintain sports are good ways to keep health 60 
4 join take/ have/ sit (for) join the English exam 35 
5 open turn/ switch on open their computers 35 
6 learn gain learn more experience from life 30 
7 attend take/ have/ sit (for) attend an important exam 26 
8 catch grab/ seize catch that chance immediately 25 
9 study   attend/ go to/ be admitted to study high school 25 
10 train enhance/ increase/ develop train our ability through practice 24 
11 release relieve/ lessen/ alleviate release the endless pain 22 
12 enter take/ have/ sit (for) enter the exam 21 
13 take get/ have/ earn take good grades on exams 18 
14 fill permeate false certificates fill the society 14 
15 gain demonstrate gain greater achievement 14 
16 take make take a mistake 14 
17 release relieve/ lighten/ ease/ alleviate release the heavy burden 13 
18 eat take eat medicine 11 
19 enlarge broaden/ expand/ widen enlarge our horizons 11 
20 relax relieve/ reduce relax our stress 10 
21 choose identify a way to choose the talents 8 
22 learn develop/ nurture learn extra talent 8 
23 attach place/ put attach emphasis to the theory 7 
24 change exchange exchange presents with each other 7 
25 increase enhance/ cultivate/ foster increase our friendship 7 
26 look watch/ see looked this advertisement 7 
27 reduce disrupt/ restrict/ limit reduce their communication 7 
28 select recognize/ identify means to select human talents 7 
29 study attend/ go to/ be admitted to study college 7 
30 talk tell/ crack talked many jokes 7 
31 decide arrange decide their own marriage 6 
32 finish fulfill/ satisfy/ meet/ achieve finish their wish 6 
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33 invent make/ develop/ work on invent an invention 6 
34 propel better/ improve propel the society forward 6 
35 bring send/ extend bring his wishes to them 5 
36 devote donate devote two million dollars 5 
37 fasten increase fasten your speed 5 
38 forget ignore forget the stress 5 
39 mature cultivate mature our thought 5 
40 participate take/ have/ sit (for) participate the PE exam 5 
41 live spend/ have live a better childhood 4 
42 open turn/ switch on opened the television 4 
43 punish prosecute punish those factories 4 
44 say speak/ talk in say good English 4 
45 solve correct/ rectify/ remedy solve this mistake 4 
46 appreciate enjoy appreciate the comfortable wind 3 
47 bring induce/ cause may bring cancer 3 
48 catch touch it really caught my heart 3 
49 close turn/ switch off close your mobile telephone 3 
50 content fulfill/ satisfy content my desire 3 
51 cost take cost a few seconds 3 
52 disappear lose (be lost) my pen was disappeared 3 
53 gain earn/ win gained five thousand dollars 3 
54 pay place/ put/ lay…on pay emphasis on modernization 3 
55 promise grant parents promised their wish  3 
56 realize understand/ comprehend how much they realize the lessons 3 

57 realize understand 
realize the custom of many 

countries 
3 

58 remove solve/ bridge remove the generation gap 3 
59 renew rebuild/ reconstruct renew the civilization 3 
60 talk tell/ reveal talk their secrets 3 
61 taste experience taste true happiness 3 
62 transfer move/ relocate transfer the factories and companies 3 
63 wave hail waved a taxi by the road 3 

Total 832 

No. Incorrect V-Prep. Suggested V-Prep.(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 live outside live off live outside campus 544 
2 play play on play my computer 139 
3 agree agree with/ to agree this view 135 
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4 listen listen to listen the music in my free time 115 
5 prepare prepare for studied hard to prepare my exam 95 
6 search search for search some information 71 
7 prepare prepare for prepare the physics test 38 
8 learn learn from learn the experience of failure 35 
9 go back go back to go back school 34 
10 hunt hunt for hunt a new job  34 
11 listen listen to listened two English songs 26 
12 listen listen to listen the radio 25 
13 adapt adapt to adapt the society 24 
14 agree agree with/ to agree this opinion 18 
15 participate participate in participate a club 14 
16 get get to/ reach get the other side of a river 12 

17 adjust adjust oneself to 
we should adjust the  society  

through the college 
11 

18 participate participate in participate the activity 11 
19 complain complain to/ about complain their parents 10 
20 catch catch up on catch the latest news 8 
21 listen listen to listen English every day 8 
22 apply apply to apply the graduate schools 7 
23 interfere interfere with interfere others’ lives 7 
24 listen listen to listened their programs on air 7 
25 chat chat about chat any topic 6 
26 arrive arrive at arrived the art classroom 5 
27 ask ask for asked a taxi to take him home 5 
28 cheat cheat on cheat the test 5 
29 search search for use it to search answers 5 
30 transfer transfer to transfer another department 5 
31 catch keep up with catch her pace 4 
32 hike hike up hike a small mountain 4 
33 set set up/ build/ construct set a prison 4 
34 subscribe subscribe to subscribe the magazine 4 
35 arrive arrive at arrive the beach 3 
36 consist consist of/ comprise consist professional soldiers 3 
37 live live in live the dormitory in the first year 3 
38 look look for looked a taxi 3 
39 look look at look the moon 3 
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40 look look at looked the dark sky 3 
41 point point out point my mistake 3 
42 return return to returned the classroom 3 
43 search search for searched a taxi on the street 3 

Total 1502 

No. Incorrect Noun Suggested Noun(s) V-N Miscollocations Frequency 

1 work job change work 124 
2 travel trip/ journey take a travel 90 
3 travel trip/ journey have a good travel 55 
4 lesson subjects studied my lessons well 26 
5 computer computer skills want to learn computer well 19 
6 lottery lottery ticket buy the lottery again 17 
7 student student’s learning/ judgment cultivate students and help them 17 
8 department apartment rent an department to be my home 15 
9 spring a hot spring bath take a hot spring 15 
10 ability skills practice your ability 14 
11 color fun add colors to our life 13 
12 computer computer science study computer in the future 12 
13 mind character cultivate children's mind 11 
14 pollution pollution problem solve the pollution 9 

15 mail the meaning of mail 
don't forget conventional mails 

while writing an email 
8 

16 sight view/ vision/ horizons open their sight 8 
17 teacher teacher's guidance appreciated my teacher 7 
18 window view/ vision/ horizons widen the window of the world 7 
19 sight view/ vision/ horizons widen your sight 6 
20 sight view/ vision/ horizons expand your sight 6 
21 sight eye/ attention attract the readers’ sight 5 
22 travel trip plan a world travel 5 
23 color fun lose the color in our life 3 
24 fame reputation improve their fame 3 
25 heart eye/ attention the ad just caught her heart 3 
26 mail letter finished an English mail 3 
27 manner manners/ etiquette emphasize the manner 3 
28 sight view/ vision/ horizons broaden our sight 3 

Total 507 

Total Types: 63+43+28=134 Total Tokens: 832+1502+507=2841 
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